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Monan Refuses History Grievance
BY JOHN MCDONOUGH
University President J. Donald
Monan, S.J., has refused the request
of History Chairman John
Heineman to convene the University
Grievance Committee for the purpose of investigating certain claims
relating to the procedures involved
in the promotions cases of Dr. Alan
Lawson and Dr. Andrew Buni.
Monan's refusal was based upon

*

his opinion that "the Grievance
Committee is not appropriate for
The
this type of request
Grievance Committee is established
to handle problems between an individual faculty member and an
academic unit." Heineman initiated
his grievance on behalf of the
History Department.
It was the opinion of Fr. Monan
that disputes between academic un-

Secret Letter Attacked History
Tenure Candidate as 'Divisive'
BERNARD BELLON
The Heights has learned from a
highly reliable source that History
Professor Silas Wu sent a secret
letter to the A&S Promotions Committee last November urging that
Professor R. Alan Lawson not be
given tenure because he was, in Wu's
words, a "divisive influence" within
the "badly-divided" department.
The Heights has also learned that
Wu's letter questioned why Lawson
had come to Boston College in the
BY

first place from Smith College in
1972. "Why didn't Smith grant him
tenure?" the letter queried. Furthermore, Wu wrote, someone better
might come along in the future to
take Lawson's place.
The Heights has further learned
that Wu had abstained withi *he
History Department's senior faculty
council when it considered
recommendations for History candidatesup for tenure and/or promo(Continued on page 3)

its, in this case the History Department and the A&S Promotions
Committee, should be adjudicated
by the appropriate administrative
official. Monan suggested that
Heineman meet with A&S Dean's
Thomas O'Malley, S.J., and Donald
White to discuss the problems raised
about promotions procedures.

Heineman's complaint was based
his contention that "mistakes
were made" in the Promotions
Committee's decision to deny tenure
to Lawson and promotion to full
professor to Buni. While admitting
that in a narrow sense no particular
University Statutes were violated,
Heineman maintains that "there are
questions as to whether the
procedures were fair or just."
Part of Heineman's complaint
was the "apparent de-emphasis on
teaching" as a qualification for
promotion or tenure. According to
Heineman, Monan insisted that the
Chairman had made his point regarding this matter and added that any
future committee would have to be
concerned about non-consideration
of teaching.
Another part of the grievance
on

History Chairman John L.Heineman, shown speaking with Dr. Alan
Lawson, was informed last Thursday by Pres. Monan that alleged
'injustices' in this year's promotions procedures will not be brought to)
the attention of the Grievance Committee. Photo Maglione.
concerned secret letters dealing with letter if that person wishes to do so.
in t ra-depa rtmen tal matters
Heineman's position is that no
forwarded to the Promotions Commaterial should' go to the
mittee by members of the History Promotions Committee which the
Department (see related story). chairman and the department do not
Monan stated that there was no have the opportunity to respond to
violation of the statutes involved in in writing. "If what is contained in
the sending of secret letters, adding the letters is so delicate ... it should
"Problems exist but they can be go to the President and should have
solved." He further said that there is no bearing on"the promotions
really no way one can stop a faculty process, he said, adding that the
memberfrom sending a confidential
(Continued on page 3)

The Boston College-Newton College Consolidation:
Newton College and the
Demise of Women's Education
BY JOAN QUINLAN
other larger places the school molds
Last week another small women's the students. We share equally in
college announced that it would no running the school. That means you
longer be able to survive inhave to put more of yourself into a
dependently. The acquisition of small school and that brings you all
Newton College by BC was certain- together." Senior Marion Flynn
ly not earth shattering or even unexsaid that the unique sense of compected news to most of the country. munity "comes from every now and
The demise of women's colleges is then having to defend your position
getting to be a common in wanting to attend a women's
phenomenon these days. In 1960 college. You help each other to
there were 300 women's colleges in decide what you're doing here."
the US, but by last year only 146
Given the alternatives of either
remained. However, to the ap- closing the doors of Newton College
proximately 800 women who attend completely or consolidating with
Newton College, the news was BC, most students at Newton felt
James Whalen, President of Newton College and J.Donald Monan, President of Boston College announced
shocking and upsetting, and to the that they were fortunate in having
to the Boston press last Monday that the 28 year old women's college would merge with BC. Photo
many people at Newton and in the the option of easing right into BC. A
Maglione.
country who believe in the cause of senior summed up the general atwomen's education, the news was titude by saying, "I'm disappointed
tragic.
that we couldn't continue the way
to
were, but in the face of our finanwe
At noon, on March I 1, the stucial crisis it was the only thing we
of
was
BY PETER BEGANS
Now it appears that many, if not sion plans of retired Newton faculty dent body a Newton College
could do. I am at least glad to see
Kevin Duffy said it best last all of these things, are possible. In- and paying severance allotments to told that in little over a year the that the doors won't be copmletely
were
they
attending would no shut on the women here now, and
Wednesday: "There have been more novative educators idealisticallyplot faculty members not offered school
meetings and more dreamings and the possibilities of the new campus, positions at BC. Executive Vice longer be in existence. Reactions of that some options have been providmore educational philosophizing in while the University population in President Frank Campanella insists shock, anger, sadness, and in fewer ed for them.
through the
the last two days than in the entire general, despite some misgivings, that none of these financial moves cases, joy rippled body.
Newton alumnae were especially
assembled student
As Dr.
past year."
by the news of their alma
breathes a sigh of relief at the end of will put a strain on the BC budget,
shocked
James Whalen, President of the mater's demise. The college is only
There was something electric, an era of shoestring financing and and has stated that there would college,
concluded his announceenthralling, and nearly unbelievable stop-gap planning.
definitely be no cuts in services.
28 years old, and the oldest graduate
ment, several women in the audience
in the Newton-BC merger last week.
A key to this prediction of fiscal
only 49. Penny Kirk, graduate of
By sidestepping the construction
were crying. One senior said, "I feel is
BC had essentially purchased its
the speedup process that
the class of 1962, and President of
health
is
the Newton campus and havingit
like I'm losing an old friend. I feel
academic freedom at a price which of
the long range fiscal plan has unthe Newton College Boston Alumseemed "well within our means." In handed over on a silver platter, BC dergone. Once Newton College like somebody died." A junior add- nae Club said, "Given enough time
completely
$18
avoided a cost of between
ed. "I feel
at a loss. It's for some of us to
one move and for one million dollars had $25
get old enough to
students begin paying tuition to BC
million, the inexorable specand
somebody has
less than what the new Reservoir tre
this fall, the University will have like knowing that
afford
to give really large sums to
of interest payments on loans over 8,200 undergraduates. This cancer and is going to die, but you Newton, we would have made it.
Dorms will cost, BC picked up nearanything about it."
taken
out for construction, and the
(735
ly as much sleeping space
by the planning committee, can't do
This knowledge hurts a lot. Without
agony of construction itself. It has goal, set
beds), plus a theatre, a new library
was
to be reached in 1978-79after a
lamented
the
of
a exception the alumnae reaction to
Students
loss
received a campus made to order, 'gradual buildup. Campanella
with a greater seating capacity than including room on
inschool which they feel is their "own" the sale of Newton is one of extreme
which to expand. dicated that tuition would continue and has a certain unique sense of sadness. We've lost a certain identiBapst, a central administrative
building, student and academic
The $4.9 million debt assumed to rise according to the rise in the community. Nancy Durkin, a ty, and its very hard to accept. Newfacilities, a fine arts center, an infirfrom Newton is in long term cost of living (5 percent per year) or sophomore explained, "I'm going to ton is an unusual place, producing
approximately $135 each year. BC hate losing the spirit and intimacy of unusually strong feelings about her.
mary, and 40 acres of land. All had mortgages that can probably be rewill be receiving approximately$],been long range priorities for the financed through the Higher EducaNewton. There is a sense which is We all would want to see something
tion Facilities Authority (HEFA), a -600,000 more in tuition next year hard to describe." Joan Pedersen, a established at Newton's campus
University, yet each had been doubtful because of the lack of space at state agency that gives loans at 6/2 than what was predicted by the planjunior, attempted to explain this which would in some way contribute
feeling further by saying "The to the education of women."
the Chestnut Hill campus and percent interest. BC is also assuming ning committee.
'(Continued- on -page 7)
».»«
'(Continued'on page 6T"
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NEWSBRIEFS
Monday, March 18
Professor Laurence Radway of
Dartmouth College is seeking the
1974 Democratic nomination for
U.S. Senatorfrom New Hampshire.
Prof. Radway will discuss the issues
at 4 pm in McGuinn sth floor
Lounge.
Chinese Student Club meeting, 1:30
pm, Murray Conference Room.
Society for Political Studies lecture,
4 pm, McGuinn sth floor lounge.
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Resident Fellow Program presents
On Death and Dying, O'Connell
102, 7 pm

Lenten Holy Hour: Rosary, meditation, Benediction. Saint Mary's
Chapel form 6:30 to 7:30.

Gold Key Senate meeting, McGuinn
3rd floor, 7:30

Political Science Majors: There will
be a meeting at 4 pm in McGuinn
and the purpose is to finally form
the caucus. For further information
call Frank at 965-1977 or Steve at
254-2911.

Campus Crusade for Christ presents
a discusssion on College Life,
Murray House, 7:30.
Scuba Club meeting, Higgins 304,
7:30.

Wednesday, March 20
School of Education: Thomas P.

O'Connor, Director ofTeacher Certification and Placement, State

School of Nursing Grad. Return
Night, 7 pm, Cushing Faculty Dept. of Education will speak at 2
Lounge.
pm in Campion Auditorium.
Tae Kwon Do, 7 pm, Campion
Auditorium.

Alpha Phi Omega meeting, 7 pm,
McElroy 141.

Tuesday, March 19
The SOM Honors Program
Seminar Series will present Mr.
Allen Glass of the Dow JonesCompany at 7:30 pm in Fulton 412.
Marketing approaches and the Wall
Street Journal will be talked about.
Also, slides and a movie.
The 314 Forum will present J.
Donald Monan, S.J., the President
of BC, who will have an informal
discussion. All invited at Haley
House, 314 Hammond St., from
4:30 to 6 pm.
Lecture by Lyn Madison on
Wilderness Survival. Murray
Conference Room, McElroy. 5 pm.

Friday, March 22
Film Board presents Dustin
Hoffman in The Graduate, 7 & 9.
Free tickets from ticket booth in
McElroy must be presented.
Rathskellar

?

Young Ham, 8 pm.

O'Connell Student Union presents
Lou Terriciano, pianist, 8 pm,
Majors and potential majors of Grand Hallway.
Romance Languages: Faculty will
be present from 11 am to 2 pm in Saturday, March 23
McGuinn sth floorlounge to answer
all questions concerning language The Graduate, starring Dustin
Hoffman, 7 & 9. Be sure to pick up
courses and requirements for majors. Refreshments will be served.
your free tickets at the McElroy
Ticket Booth across from the
SIMS Meeting, 1 & 7, Murray bookstore, 12 to 4 pm daily.
Conference Room.
Chinese Student Club film, 2 pm,
Peace & War Program, B-l Bomber Murray Conference Room
Peace-Time Conversion, slide show,
4:30, Murray Conference Room.
Las Vegas Night presented by Gold
Key and WZBC (FM-90.3) at the
Folk Music Festival, O'Connell, 7 Rathskellar, 8 pm, 500 FREE
pm. Free! Marc Demers, Belanger BEERS.
and Gordon, Chris Fee.
Tae Kwon Do, Campion Aud., 7
pm.
Commuters Committee presents
The African Queen with Humphrey
Bogart and Katharine Hepburn,
Lyons 201, 7 pm.

Sunday, March 24

Scuba Club meeting, 4 pm, Murray
Conference Room
Cultural Committee presents A
Festival of Spanish Culture, 7 pm,
O'Connell, with food, drink,
festivities.

Resident Fellow Program presents: Thursday, March 21
La Jeke, a French science fiction
movie about a man who chooses to Attention all Psych majors:
remain in the past. At 7:30 in preregistration meeting in Campion Monday, March 25
Williams basement lounge; at 9 pm Auditorium. Come if you are inin Phelps, 25 South St.
terested in getting into courses of Tae Kwon Do, 7 pm, Campion Aud.
your choice next year.
Cultural Committee and Humanity
Black Student Forum meeting, 7
Series present Karyl Klopp and her Sociology Dept. panel discussion pm, Cushing 001.
silk screening, 11-3, McElroy Foyer. "Race, IQ and Genetics," 4 pm,
McGuinn Aud.
Women and Career Options present
Meeting for students who initiated
a seminar on discovering what your
applications to lES with Dr. KaufChess Club meeting, 6 pm, Fulton interests and talents are, 7 pm,
mann, McGuinn sth floor lounge, 300.
McGuinn 3rd floor.
1:30-2:30.
Hatha Yoga, 7 pm, Campion FaculPeace and War Program Symty Lounge.
posium, Cushing Faculty Lounge, 4
pm
Mendel Club Meeting, 7 pm,
Announcements
Higgins 307
Gold Key Meeting, Cushing 001,
4:15
Romance Languages Dept presents Tickets for the final performance of
Asi Es Mi Tierra, 7 & 9, Higgins the Boston Ballet, April 4, 5, and 6
UGBC Alumni-Student Relations 304
are now on sale. The Ballet will perCommittee Career Night on Health
form Swan Lake, (Act 2), Fall River
Oriented Careers, 7 pm, Murray.
Humanities Series, "The Theatre of Legend, Tarantella and one other
Aeschylus," by Nicholas Hamwork. Tickets are $4.00. See Sue
Resident Fellow Program presents mond, 8 pm, McGuinn Aud.
Rosenstock, McElroy 141.
Triumph of the Will, 1936 German
documentary, 7:30, O'Connell mini- SIMS Meeting, 7 pm, Murray Tickets are also available for
theater.
Conference Room
Associate Artists Opera Company's

o'connell events
VH
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March 20 Folk Festival
March 22 Lou Terriciano
3 ues P' amst
March 24 Festival of Spanish
Culture
March 29 Middlemarch Ball
April 5 Jazz Group
April 6 Junior Members of the
Boston Ballet Company
Film Freaks Festival on Sun-

day Nights

&

B

All Dashing Debutantes and

Dapper Dans who have purchas-

ed tickets for the Middlemarch
Ball may pick them up. in
O'Connell this week.

2

production of Rossini's La Ceneren- Sometime after the Equinox
tola, April 18 and 20. See Sue (probably April 15-20) there will be
Rosenstock, McElroy 141.
an art festival, called Spring

Maverick and will feature talented,
creative, and spirited members of
the BC community. It will be life,
truth, and the American way. All
Faculty, students and alumni are invited and urged to call Pete Begans
or Jim O'Neil at 232-6465 or 6 to
Foreign Student Directories are help organize or perform. Poetry,
available in McElroy 229. Pick one Photography, Paintings, graphics,
up between 12 and 4 pm.
Theatre, music, dance, conceptual
art or anything exciting is worthy.
The Film Board needs new
members. If you are interested see Small Claims Court Referral SerSuzanne Loughlin or Susan vice: Consumer, landlord and other
Rosenstock in McElroy 141.
ripoffs up to $400 can be taken to
SCC without a lawyer. Open ThursNeed a place to study or relax? Try day and Friday, 12-4 pm. McElroy
O'Connell Student Union.
228 Mass. PIRG.

All Clubs and Organizations The
University Student Guide is currently being revised for the 1974-75 edition. Be sure to submit the information by April 1.
?

An additional service for foreign

Holy Lenten Hour; Saint Mary's
students
Bob Fernando may be Chapel every Thursday, 6:30 to
reached at 232-9123. Any problems? 7:30.
Why not speak to Bob.
A new branch of Newton Daycare
The BC Astronomical Society will has recently opened in Newton Cenbe observing the newly discovered tre and is currently accepting
comet, Comet Bradfield, on March applications. We are open weekdays
19, 20, 21. Observations will begin 7:30 am to 5:30 pm, providing
at 8 pm on the roof of Higgins. daycare for ages 2 years, 10 months
Observations contingent upon good to 6, and afterschool care for grades
weather. All invited.
one to four. For further information
call Pam Putnam at 527-6352.
WVBC is the East Coast Regional
Representative of the National Summer Work Study: All students
Streaking Association. Call wishing to apply for summer work
WVBC's newsroom at 332-3419 so study must have submitted 1974-75
your streak can be recorded in financial aid forms to the Financial
national statistics.
Aid Office by the March I deadline.
Sign up for summer work-study jobs
Save your paper: Boxes will be plac- will be held in Gasson 217 during the
ed this week in the dorms, the weeks ofMarch 25-29 and April 1-5.
mailrooms and the middle campus
buildings to hold newspaper and flat Freshman Financial Aid: All
scrap paper which will be collected Freshman who have not yet done so
regularly by truck to a compactor are encouraged to apply for the
on middle campus. The compactor federal government's new Basic Opwill also be open during the day for portunity Grant Program which is
irregular contributions. Volunteers only open to Freshmen this year.
are needed to collect and handle the Students whose parents' income is in
paper. If interested sign up in stuthe $10,000-12,000 range or lower
may be eligible and should pick up
dent activities.
an application immediately in the
Michael Dukakis is running for Financial Aid Office. Deadline
Governor. Anyone interested in his April 1, 1974.
campaign call Marty Flashner (325-4278) or Phil Duggan (566-3368).
Undergraduate women may sign up
for a series of free Career
There will be a forum on "IQ, Race Workshops for Women. Registraand Genetics" on Thursday, March tion is limited; you may sign up
21 in McGuinn Auditorium at 4 pm. Monday and Tuesday this week in
The speakers will be Professor McElroy Lobby. The schedule is:
Michael Lewis from the psychology March 25: Exploring your interests
dept. of Tufts University and and aptitudes
Professor Norman Daniels of the April 1: Focusing on the career for
you
philosophy dept. of Tufts.
April 8: Preparing on the career for
The Pulse Program is considering you
applicants for the 1974-75 Pulse April 22: Entering the work world
Council. Interested students can April 29: A career and a family?
pick up information and
applications in the Pulse Office in Third Nail, a therapeutic drug
McElroy 117, starting Monday, rehabilitation center, needs tutors to
March 18. Applications are due in assist residents in studying for GED.
on March 25.
Any interested persons call Jude at
445-6142.
Consciousness Raising Sessions
Continue: The Women's Resource Women and Men: The Student
Center is continuing to sponsor con- Transfer Center announces openings
sciousness raising groups. New for the two positions of student cogroups are being formed and women directors for the academic year
are needed to participate in and 1974-75. These positions provide an
coordinate the groups. If interested, unusual and rewarding opportunity
contact the Women's Center, for those eligible for work-study.
Applications are available in
McElroy 122, ex. 2285.
McElroy 123 and must be returned
Innovative Nursing presents a film by March 25, 1974. See Jim or
"People Like Maria" which will be Marilyn.
on Tuesday, March 19. Murray
Conference Room at 2:30.
Holy Hour Lenten Services:
Rosary, Meditation, Benediction.
The deadline for receipt in Chicago Saint Mary's Chapel. Every Thursof the applicationfor the Dental Ad- day, 6:30 to 7:30.
mission Test is March 25; the
deadline for the receipt in lowa City There will be a forum on "IQ, Race
of the application for the Medical and Genetics."
College Admission Test is April 12.
Application forms are available in Compiled by: Tom Short; assisted
the Office oT the Premedical Ad- byr Jinr- Mcintosh -ami Brian
visor, Higgins 261.
Gallagher.
?
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College Merger Reserved
BY MARY KLINGER

According to an informal survey
conducted by The Heights, the

response of the faculty, students,
and staffof BC to the consolidation
of Newton College and Boston
College is somewhat reserved. These
reservations stem from a lack of
concrete plans for the future use of
Newton College.
However, it was evident that most
students and faculty have done some
thinking and are excited about the

Newton such as Noel Fraterrigo, a
"superb" voice teacher who has performed in Prague, London and New

York. Newton also has a poet-inresidence.
JoAnn Smith, a sophomore, sees
the consolidation of the universities
as an "ethical" question. As it
stands now, she feels that women's
resources and services available at
Newton would be of "tremendous"
value to BC. She also hopes that the
male-female faculty ratio at Newton, which is about 50-50, will be
prospects.
Many teachers and students in all maintained. This, she hopes, will aid
departments feel that the collegewill BC in recovering from being an allbe a great impetus to the expansion male and "sexist" University.
of the BC Fine Arts Department, JoAnn plans to visit the campus next
and a great number of those talked week to enlist support for -the
to would like to see an Arts Center women's center and just "to find out
on the Newton campus.
what the Newton girls are
Alexander Peloquin, director of thinking."
the chorale, told The Heights, "The
Tom Flynn, former UGBC presiarts belong there." He dent, said that he would like to see a
enthusiasticallypointed out that the theatre constructed on some of the
Newton chapel could provide a set- vacant land. Also, he felt the
ting for future chorale concerts and laboratory space would be "inwould offer a "perfect setting for valuable" to the psychology departmusic of a religious origin." Peloment.
quin feels the music and dramatic
Many students feel that for Newdepartments have been "extremely ton to have identity distinct from
Boston College as a whole will be
pressed for space."
Bob Duggan, a senior active in, the impossible. The point was looked
Dramatics Society, mentioned that upon favorably by faculty members,
the theatre, even though it is not however.
Joseph McCaffeny of the English
much larger than the Campion
Auditorium, could at least be solely Department said first ofall that the
used for productions and would not merger "solves so many problems!"
have to be shared with classes, the He would like to see an "experimenHumanities Series, etc.
tal" living situation like an
Duggan also noted that there are "educational community" similar to
some outstanding individuals at the ideas verbalized last year by

Secret Letter
(Continued from page I)

tion last fall. At that time, the
department overwhelmingly endorsed Lawson for tenure and unanimously endorsed Professor Andrew Buni for promotion to full
professor.
Despite this, in a decision which
has sparked a storm of controversy,
the A&S Promotions Committee
turned both of them down, osten-

sibly for reasons of "publications."
At that time, The Heights confirmed
that in an apparent departure from
normal departmental procedures, at
least three secret letters attacking
Lawson or Buni for "intradepartmental" political matters had
been sent by History senior faculty

members and circulated among the
Promotions Committee prior to its
decision.
When asked by The Heights
Saturday evening if he had had any
knowledge of a letter from Wu to
the Promotions Committee. History
(Continued from page 1)
Chairman John Heineman asserted.
letters "must have something to "No, I did not. I am very surprised
hide." Heineman further stated, "I by this," he stated. "None of this
respect confidentiality,but it cannot was discussed in the meeting [on the
be used to hide injustice, blackballdepartment's recommendations for.
ing, and political matters."
promotion and/or tenure]. He told
Heineman said that a meeting me that he did not know the canwith the two A&S Deans would didate well enough to make a judgprobably not serve to resolve the ment and was abstaining."
matter since "they are part of the
A&S Dean Thomas O'Malley,
unit" (the A&S Promotions ComS.J., ex officio chairperson of the
mittee) against which he lodged his Promotions Committee, refused to
release the letters, citing the "congrievance.
The History Department has a fidentiality" of the promotions
meeting scheduled for this Friday process.
afternoon. At that meeting, the
Reached at his home Saturday
Lawson/Buni tenure disputes are afternoon by The Heights, Wu
expected to be discussed.
refused any comment.

Grievance Comm

NOTICE TO ALL NEWTON COLLEGE STUDENTS
The Heights will now be distributed weekly on the Newton
College campus.
Any Newton woman interested in working on The Heights is
invited to join our staff. We need people to write news, features
and sports, and for our copy and layout staffs. We are particularly
interested in reporters who will cover news of the Newton campus.
'
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J. Donald Monan announced to the faculty the consolidation of Boston College and Newton College at a
special convocation on March 11 at noon. Photo Silver.
Richard Hughes, also of the English
Department. However, he feels giv-

ing Newton an identity should be
done carefully to avoid "creating a

clique."

Jack Seery, S.J., chaplain at BC,
sees the consolidation as creating "a

whole new ballgame." He brought
out that Newton was "still a
different campus, distance-wise,"
and feels this is an important factor
in regard to planning. He also told
The Heights that the move "says
something symbolically for BC to be
financially confident enough to pick

up a 5 million dollar debt."
Mark Gibbons, another English
»
teacher, felt that the Newton campus could be used to "make
freshman year exciting," and cause
some innovation regarding Core
requirements.

Strike Halts Reservoir Construction
BY BRIAN GALLAGHER
A strike by Operating Engineer's
Union, Local 4, has caused a halt to
construction of the Reservoir Dormitories. According to Waiter J.
Ryan, business manager of the local,

no settlement is expected in the
foreseeable future. "This could be a
long one," said Ryan.
The 3,000 member union, which
runs the heavy equipment at construction sites, went on strike on
March 11..
Executive Vice President Frank
Campanella told The Heights, "The
strike is naturally a disappointment
to us. It means a delay in construction being started. The contractor
hires sub-contractors to do the
ground-breakingwork, who naturally use union help. With these people
out on strike, there is nothing wecan
do but prepare the construction

7th when the union voted
overwhelmingly for the first strike in
its history.
The strike has caused a slowdown or halt to almost all major
construction in the Boston area.
Jobs as far west as Springfield and
as far south as Cape Cod have also
been affected.
Ryan stated, "Without heavy

site."
Surveyors began work on the site
three weeks ago. It has been fenced
off and cleared, and according to
Campanella, "The site has been
staked out and marked as of Thurs-

day, the 14th."
Director of Building and Grounds
Fred Pennino told The Heights.
"Right now we would like to be
driving piles because there is really
nothing else we can do until we get
that started. But the operators of the
pile drivers belong to Local 4. and
until they get this contract dispute
settled there won't be any work
done."
The union is seeking a 10 percent
wage increase with fringe benefits in
its negotiations with the Building
Associations. Their old contract expired on February 28th.
Negotiations broke off on March

equipment, such as cranes, power

shovels and bulldozers, other
tradesmen (estimated at over 50,-000) could well be forced off their
jobs at various construction sites."

Campanella feels that the loss of
work by the tradesmen may be instrumental in getting the strike settled relatively quickly. "This has been
a very bad year for construction. A
lot of people have been out of work
and not being able to work now
because of Local 4's strike will really hurt them. It is our hope that
these tradespeople, the plumbers,
the carpenters, the electricians, will
have enough at stake to put some
pressure to bear to have this thing
settled quickly in the next few
weeks."
Pennino stated, "Hopefully this
dispute won't last too long, but most
of the building people I've talked
with tend to feel that it could go for
quite a long time." Officials of
Peabody Construction, the contractors of the Reservoir Dormitories,
were unavailable for comment on
the strike.
An extremely long strike would be
potentially damaging to BC's hopes
of having the dorms ready for occupancy by their September 1975
target date.
The strike is the second delay in
construction of the Reservoirs in the
last month. The original bids for the
dorms were canceled last month due
to "irregularities in bid submittal."
according to Campanella. They
resubmitted and the bid was

UAPC Receives Planning Reports
BY JOHN MCDONOUGH
The University Academic
Planning Council has received
planning documents from each
academic unit in the university
and is currently preparing for a
thorough evaluation of these
reports.
Rev. Charles Donovan, S.J.,
Academic Vice-President and
Chairman of the UAPC Steering
Committee told The Heights that
the Planning Council will divide
up into subcommittees in order to
digest the reports. Each report
will be read by the full UAPC, he
said, however, the subcommittees
will be 'experts' on individual
plans. Each subcommittee will
include a member, from the
Council who. is also a member of
that particular planning
unit Donovan stated that the
UAPC's role in the evaluation of
plans "is essentially a consultative
one. We will have an overview
which each planning unit didn't
have as they did their own

'

.

.

documents." ?'.
Donovan divided the work of
the UAPC so far into three
sections.' The first phase was the
foKau£ticm>: vof.-?a. dn.cyment of

University Goals and a planning
document from which schools and
departments could work out their

plans. That phase was completed
in late November. The second

phase concerned discussion within
the UAPC on major university
topics such as tenure, the core,
four course load, and living
learning centers. This phase

concluded in the past few weeks
as the UAPC prepared for the
evaluation of planning reports.
It will be at least until May, the
Academic Vice-President pointed
out, before the UAPC will be in a

,

position to start putting things
together. He hopes that the

can work; aver the
the fall
summer and be
with a final reporC-;DOn.ovan
noted thaj."sie tfme'spaX for the
UAPC is short, but added, "ta;do
the job we're. dQiog seems,hard,?;
but to do it" iiV-two ;yjears-is;ttx>
long."
:*;' ~\u25a0: :?:\u25a0_;?;]:'?'.;> awjafded to Peabody on February
On university planning .as a 26th.
There have been no picket lines at
whole, DonbyaJv" .said,;-;?''Out.'
conclusion is that this; i& proving; BC. Ryan stated when the strike
to be a most b,eneficial- exercise.' first began that pickets would be
The very
of the used "only at sites where contractors are trying to use non-union help
formulation qf*a university
of itslef is a rtSffiais&tep forward." in operating the heavy equipment."
Council

.

,
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Profs Publish Rape Study
BY MAUREEN SCOTT
"/ will never be the same again."
"I wish he'd killed me."
These were two reactions of rape
victims in the emergency ward
counseling program at Boston City
Hospital.
Dr. Lynda Holmstrom
(Sociology) and Dr. Anne Burgess
(School of Nursing) of Boston
College have published their year
study "Rape Victim of Crisis."
The study is based on a rape victim
counseling program at BCH established by Holmstrom and
Burgess in July, 1972.
Dr. Holmstrom explained the
goal as twofold. "First, we existed to
provide services, secondly for
research purposes. We arranged
with the Boston Police and BCH to
call us whenever a victim was
brought in. We would talk to the victim at the hospital, do follow-iip
work and take some cases to court.
A minority of cases went to court
and an even smaller percentage
result in a conviction. It may be two
years from the time of the incident
to the time of the trial."
?

Acceptance

Dr. Burgess and Dr. Holmstrom
trained the nurses at BCH to continue the counseling. It is a current
service, to which they act as supervisory consultants.
Dr. Burgess cited the School of
Nursing's active role. "We are
working in cooperation with the
BCH and offer a course on the rape
victim."
When discussing the reactions of
the victims, Holmstrom wanted to
emphasize a general reaction offear.
"Most of the women experience this
rape situation as an act of violence.
The psychological result of that fear
is evident in symptoms such as being
afraid to go out, being alone; violent
nightmares, etc. Terrorized, they
often change address, telephone
numbers, etc. which makes followup work difficult."
Both women felt the incident forced "a complete disruption of the victim's normal life." The women are
concerned with a possible pregnancy, venereal disease, and above all
the family's reaction. "It's important to realize the family has to
come to terms with the situation as

to

BY THOMAS KELLEY
Unless you have a 4.0 average and

your father is president of Boston
University Mcd School, being a prettied student is a rather discouraging
business. However, this year there
riav'e"already 'been"a "su'bsraritiaTly
higher number of accepted BC
students into Medical School's than
at this time last year. The Heights
interviewed Pre-med advisor Dr.
Frederick White about the reasons
for the apparent increase in acceptances from Boston College.
Last year 33 Boston College
students were accepted by at least
one Medical School for entrance in
September of 1973. There were a
total of 47 acceptance letters from
25 different schools. The schools
that accepted the most students were
Tufts U., and Georgetown.
So far this year, 29 students have
been accepted by 26 different
medical schools and a total of 48
overall acceptances have been
recorded. Schools who have thus far
accepted four or more BC students
are Georgetown, Tufts and St.
Louis.
According to Dr. White, the
acceptance period in which students
still receive notifications from Mcd
Schools runs right up to September
of the year in which they intend to
begin classes. "Having 29 students
accepted this early is indeed encouraging,"according to Dr. White.
There are several possible reasons
for the rise in acceptances, according to Dr. White. One reason, said
White, is "In general, students did
substantially better on the MCAT's
than the national average, especially
in the Quantitative part." These
tests are similar to the SAT's, which
test prospective college freshmen.
The test has four parts and the
scores are weighed heavily by most
Medical School Admissions Com\u25a0?-.\u25a0'.
-'\u25a0. ? '\u25a0\u25a0?\u25a0 \u25a0'\u25a0
mittees. '?' \u25a0
Another reason, according- to
White, is that "the Premedical Advisory ? Committee's' evaluation of
each student, was-made during the
sum'merof 1973 instead of the fall."
These evaluations of the studbnt's
total activities, interests, and accomplishments while at BC are sent
to the school to whiclrthe student

Ann Burgess

rape occurrance. The victims' ages
in the study ranged from three to 73
years old. The rapes occurred at all
hours of the day, and in many parts
of the city.
Dr. Burgess, pleased with the exposure the rape issue has recently
seen, hoped it would continue. "I'd
like to see more done in research on

well," Holmstrom noted.
"Many people see the victim as
beifrg the pretty, short-skirted
woman who walks alone !at; night.
Rape victims can be anyone,"
The Boston Police statistics show
an increase of 43.5% in incidents of
reported rapes in. 1973, the highest
total in five years.
Both women commented on
stereotypes of who the rape victims
are and the where and when of a

v

College.

There are also personal interviews
which most Mcd Schools require
with their applicants and Dr. White
'expects-that."BGstudents-must'have
made a better impression this year."
-an- interview, the! student
usually talks to Dr. White about
what to expect in an interview, and
that, says Dr. White, is sometimes a
surprise. "Topics such as the basis
of the student's motivation towards
medicine, his opinions on socialized
medicine and health care for the
poor are normal, but beyond that,
the interviewer could and does ask
almost anything." Dr. White told
The Heights that during the course
of one interview, the mcd school official pulled a root out from behind
his desk and asked the student to
classify it.
When asked how BC compared
with other schools in the percentage
of students gaining entrance into
Medigal School, Dr. White said that
"it depends on the- undergraduate
school's philosophy. At Boston
College, anyone can enter into the
premedical program. If it turns out
that his grades are such that we can
see the student will not get in to mcd
school, we try to discourage him. If
the student still wants to apply, we
don't stop him." This is not the
policy at all schools, according to

\u25a0.

BY KIERAN FALLON
The results of a recent survey conducted by UGBC in order to deter-

mine the student opinion on the
"before Christmas" exam calendar
preliminary screening upon entrance clearly indicates that a majority of
and then screen out the students students prefer this new system.
The survey was composed of five
with below average grades each
year." This means that BC would questions and was distributedto aphave more students applying to mcd proximately thirty randomly chosen
school;\u25a0?a-'lQvw overall .classes.'.t+iTOUgh.out,.the; .university.
percentage of acceptances. Dr.
Almost 700 of.the. questionnaires
White- favors the BC' plan>be«ause
were returned and the results were
"in five years a student we rejected forwarded to the Dean of Faculties,
from the program might say, T wish the Rev. Charles F. Donovan, S.J.,
I had at least applied to a few Mcd as well as The Heights and the BC
Schools.' At BC he gets that Office of Public Affairs.
chance."
The questions in the survey
The Heights also asked Dr. White attempted to garner a synthesis of
his views on the increasing interest opinion from the students s.o that
in the profession of Medicine and its after this two year trial period a
effects. Dr. White mentioned that final decision can be reached regarthere arerumors that there will be a ding future policy. The final ques"physician surplus by 1980." In tion of the survey addressed itself
reaction to that, the US government directly to future policy. Of the 592
has been cutting down on aid to exresponses, 473" affirmed that they
panding Medical Schools. Dr. desired to keep this calendar.
White feels that one explanation
A number of students added their
might be that "in the present state of observations to the questionnaire.
the economy, medicine is one of the Some students felt that the weeks
secure highly paid professions. prior to Christmas were hectic
Sometimes, the place in Mcd School ;.enough without the additional
of a dedicated student will: be taken '-.burden of exams. Also a number of
by one with not so sincere in- \u25a0 students expressed a desire for a
spirations, but somewhat higher reading week prior to the exams. In
grades." Dr. White toldThe Heights order to accommodate this reading
that this is not a desirable cirweek the students expressed a
cumstance, but "a result of the willingness to begiii classes earlier in
amount of students applying. There
the Fall.
is no good way to screen out the
The Rev. Charles Donovan, S.J.
clever ones only in it for the circulated a similar questionnaire
money."
among the faculty of which about
half were returned. In an interview
with The Heights he indicated that
in general the faculty concurred with
the students.
According to Donovan the surveys returned indicated that roughly
50% of the faculty felt that the new
did not significantly affect
\u25a0teaching. He added that 52% of the
indicated that student perforwas at least equivalent to
manceyears
while the clear majority
.ffprior
|(70%) indicated that the support the
'\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0-\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0
*new calendar.
*'

Dr. White: ."Some schools make a

'
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The Heights

Dr. Frederick White, pre-medical advisor notes the rise in acceptance of BC
students to mcd schools this year as compared to the same time last year.

P.hotp, ?Cipriano.

the assailant; reasons for his
behavior
possible cures ..."
Dr. Holmstrom hoped the book
would be read by those dealingwith
rape victims: policemen, nurses,
families, etc. They are currently
working on a second book concerning institutional treatment of rape
victims.

Calendar Survey Completed

Medical Schools Rises

applies. The committee consists of
ten faculty members at Boston

.

Linda Holstrom photo Cipriano

l

Donovan noted that from the

comments of the faculty it appeared
that the consensus of opinion is,
"while the professors feel that the
calendar has no radical effect they
favor its implementation simply
because the students like it."

The results of an independent in-

quiry by The Heights confirmed the

results of the UGBC report. Bob

-Mooney.\u25a0noted >!that

..before..Christmas','

;the>"exams

?|sUnply
acknowledges the fact that most
students do not do much in the way
of studying over the Christmas
break."
Mark Medvetz, a transfer from
Biscayne who approved of the new
calendar commented, "Exams were
given before Christmas at Biscayne
because it seemed to be the most
logical thing to do. A vacation
should be a break from wv work,
without the threat of exams hanging
over us."
Noreen Zitnik suggested that one
of the main attributes of the new
calendar was that "it allows us to
take exams while the material is still
fresh in our minds, also it allows us
to come back ready to start anew."
Stephen Fix, former UGBC Ex,ecutive Assistant, compiled the
report with the assistance of six
other students. In his concluding
commentary he noted that, "While
student sentiment clearly favors the
new system a large number of
students, while finding course
coverage adequate, seemed to think
it was too rapid and intensive."
The report concluded by stating
"By and large, then, it may be
worthwhile to shift our attention
away from considerations of
whether or not the calendar is
desirable, since it clearly is, and consider instead various proposals for.
improving it
such as a reading
period. It seems likely that with
classes for the second semester.,-(1974) ending on April 30 and final!
exams beginning on May 1, the?
complaints about the present calendar being too rushed may only inten^
sifyA
'\u25a0--. ?"\u25a0\u25a0
S
?

:
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The Saga of WCAS:
Nearer My Station to Thee
BY JOHN BRENNAN
AND CLEM TAYLOR

The airwaves, they tell us, like our
government, are the property of the
people, hence the job of those in
radio and television is to provide the

best possible programming for the
communities which they serve, by it
music, news, talk, sports, or
dialogue. But somehow, like the
government, things never seem to
turn out that way. Broadcasting, as
anything in this "free" enterprise
system, is a business, primarily
motivated by the almighty greenback. Program Directors must mold
their formats around whatever they
feel will gather the most listeners,
which in turn helps the station get
the most advertising. It makes little
difference whether a station's
programming is "good" or "lousy"
if it can't generate enough ads to
merit a profit, then something's
wrong in the eyes of its bosses.
Such troubles have been plaguing
WCAS-AM in Cambridge for quite
a long while. Its owners, Kaiser
Broadcasting (of Channel 56 fame)
last yeargave up trying to run it at a
loss and made a wise business decision
sell the license and equipment to Family Stations, a California based religious group that wants
to use it as an electronic pulpit. Apparently, a large part of the community did not agree with these
plans; announcement of its approval
by the Federal Communications
Commission in January created a
small uproar while a petition drive
to stop the sale merited over 7,000
signatures and the endorsement of
The Globe, the Real Paper, the
CambridgeCivic Association, Cambridge City Council, Boston NOW
and Homophile Chapters and other
prominent area groups. As a result,
the changeover, originallyscheduled
for February 27, has been delayed
while the FCC decides whether to
hold a hearing on the situation.
WCAS has never been whatcould
be called an ordinary radio station.
The last eight years have seen it as
an all-news operation for Cambridge, Arlington and Somerville,
an oldies station, and a middleof the
road-folk station. Towards the end
of 1972, under a new Program
?

?

Director, Rick Starr, CAS turned to
a format of progressive folk rock
and community oriented news. But
even though its ratings have improved consistently under this
stance, the station is still not financially successful.
There are many reasons for this,
the most important being the nature
of the station's operating license.
Started in 1947 (relatively late as
AM stations go), it is what the FCC
terms a "local" class operation,with
a 250 watt signal (the weakest in
Boston), broadcasting from dawn to
dusk. Thus, CAS is only on about
twelvehours daily, and its signal just
about reaches Route 128. A situation like this makes it difficult to get
clients for advertising from anyone
but small businesses in the immediate vicinity.
The obvious solution would be to
ask the FCC for a 24 hour license, or
at least a power increase to 1,000
watts. But getting the Chairman's
left arm would probably be easier,
due to the archaic nature of AM
radio regulations. The dial is ruled
by the clear channel stations, enormously powerful, which are owned
for the most part by the large corporations (ABC, NBC, CBS, RKO
General, Westinghouse) with

Rick Starr of WCAS comtemplates in his studio as it is about to be handed over to a religious broadcasting
group. Photo Taylor.
to its power than most clear he had the leeway, under a new ville musician who originated the
channels
is is government-owned general manager, to really get in- petition drive, has been looking for
and non-profit and serves a still volved in the community. Before an alternative buyer from Camlargely rural Northern Ontario
that, public service was limited to bridge who would be agreeable to a
but to ask it to direct its signal away high school football, a show oriented community oriented format for
from Massachusetts would be a towards Cambridge blacks, and an WCAS. He has been in contact with
it is just not hour of Turkish programming. CambridgeCity Councilman David
laughable project
done. So while an averageof 60,000 Recently, this has been expanded, Wiley, who reportedly knows such
persons per week tune in WCAS, and now the station has given time people. But for now, this angle is
over 800,000 listen to top-40 rocker to tenants, women and gay groups. only academic.
WRKO, and 1,000,000 to clear Combined with the folk format and
Starr and his company remain on
channel WBZ, both 50,000 watters. heavy emphasis on live music, 740, holding by the teeth to their
enough weight in Washington to There seems to be no way out of WCAS's financial picture has been small studios in Central Square.
keep things just as they want them. these governmental problems.
looking up in the past year. Kaiser You can still hear Jesse Colin
Still, Rick Starr contends, the staClear channels are artifacts of the
disputes this, but Starr says the Young, Loggins & Messina, Poco,
20's when radio was the prime tion could make money under any future is brighter than ever. "We Dylan, and Joni Mitchell, and
medium and the few stations in large format, if only enough interest were have to pay Kaiser $1,000 a month maybe a little bluegrass and jazz
cities had to keep surrounding rural paid to it by the owners. "Kaiser just to have their name on the front from time to time. Still, there is the
areas in touch with the outside runs television stations," he says, door," he says.
fear that one morning listeners will
world. America has changed since "they really don't know how to run
For the time being, the action has be awakened by Billy Graham inthen, but not the FCC rules, and at a radio station. WCAS was just switched to Washington, where the stead of Liv Taylor and Judy
night some of these 50,000 watters something they picked up in a Committee for Communications Collins. Allah willing, that won't
still have over a 1500 mile radius. package deal with Channel 56." Access, a national group, is handling happen for a long, long, long timeto
Since these stations almost own Starr added that only recently has the case. Dave Misch, the Somer- come.
their frequencies, they in fact prevent people in distant cities from setting up more of their own stations,
and those that were lucky enough to
get on at all are doomed to the
BY ROBERT TURNER
status of part-time weaklings.
Dan Malloy, who finished fourth bring new people into the
Recently elected UGBC President in the presidential primary and then government."
In the case of CAS, the primary
station on 740 is CBL Toronto, the Jim Moran announced on Friday gave his support to Moran, was
Other Moran appointees include
the names of the people whom he nominated to the post of Executive Tony Sukiennik, Executive
flagship of the Canadian Broadcasting Company's network. At will nominate for appointment as his Secretary and AdministrativeAssis- Treasurer; Maryann Micelli and
night, it booms into Massachusetts UGBC cabinet officers. His selectant. He said, "It's important that Gerry Lundy, Cultural Committee;
with Ontario news, weather, and tions for the three assistants UGBC grows. I had a communica- Urs Nager and Kathy Leary,
Maple Leafs hockey, preventing any positions, all newcomers to student tion platform when I ran for Presi- Alumni-Student Relations; Bob
other signal from operating on that government, are Joe David (A&S dent and I'd like to work with the Naumes and Dave Thomas, Comfrequency. CBL has a better claim '75), Pat Casey (A&S '75), and Dan CommunicationsCommittee now to muter Committee; Bob Pabian and
Malloy (A&S '77). Their appointinstill new interest in student Kathy Balas, Communications
ment is contingent upon approval by government at Boston College. We Committee; Jack Donovan, Resithe UGBC Caucus. In past years, wouldlike to publish a newsletter to dent Student Life; and Bob Kempf
keep the students informed and to and Larry Haag, Social Committee.
consent has been a mere formality.
Joe David, the designated Executive Assistant for Academic Affairs, when queried as to his role in
student government, replied,
"Basically my job will be to follow BY MAUREEN DEZELL
the door are disgusting and
The door of the Women's degrading to all women," said one.
up the work done by Steve Fix and
last year's Academic Advisory Resource Center will require "What's worse is that this is just one
Board. I think that the AAB report professional steaming, scraping and of many destructive attacks.
is a remarkably lucid and coherent painting this week as a result of ex- Whoever is doing this is malicious
critique of the possibilities of a true tensive defacing done to it last and sick."
liberal education. A lot of my work Wednesday in the early morning
Peggy Holland, work-study stuwill be to take the ideas presented to hours. The defacing is the most re- dent at the center, elaborated on the
the BC community through the cent in a series of destructive acts number of attacks and added,
report and investigate the ways and that have been aimed at the "Anyone would agree that this sort
means of implementing them."
Women's Center office over the of thing is childish and low
but
Pat Casey, nominated as Excourse of the year.
to us it's more than that. We offer a
ecutive Assistant for Student AfIn the past, pornographic large service to all BC women and
fairs, told The Heights, "I think that literaturehas been slipped under the have a windowless closet to work
the Newton College merger provides Center doorway, and public notices from. Now even this small space is
us with a lot of opportunities to do destroyed at night. Staff members being threatened, and we are
exciting things in student affairs. I have been forced to refrain from wondering when something is going
will be working with interested posting announcements and to be done."
students at BC and also the women bulletins, because obscene remarks
The staff of the Center has filed
at Newton in order to make the were consistently written across the complaints with Carole Wegman,
merger as fruitful as possible for posters and leaflets displayed. Director of Student Activities, and
both sides." Casey went on to say Recently, obscene commentary was with the office of the Dean of
that she would be "doing a lot of painted on the door.
Students in hopes that direct conprogramming in anticipationof the
Staff members are highly incens- structive action will be taken to
opening of BC facilities to Newton ed at this most recent antagonistic deter further vandalism and assault
students and vice versa."
acton. "The pictures cemented on upon their office.
?

?

?

Moran Appoints Executive Cabinet

Women's Center Harassed

Marine Recruiters
will be on

Campus Today

Remember Minding the Mines?

...

EDITORIAL-ANALYSIS
Streaking: The Naked, The Nude and The Numb
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In the American youth movement's endless search for boredom, yet another insipid
fad has hit the streets: streaking. There's streaking along the banks of Lake Michigan,
down the slopes of Sugarloaf, beneath the Eiffel Tower, and, not to be old-fashioned,
around the campus of Boston College.
It's become almost as popular as dope, but no one seems to object to it. Nixon has
come up with a pun or two'on the issue, Ford has found humor in the matter, and BC's
Snake and Apple is offering a free cheese pizza to any streaking couple (of opposite
sex) hitting their establishment. It seems these exhibitionists, and their followers,
epitomize the American sense of fun and humor. However,when one thinks back to
hardly half a decade ago, the laughter becomes a bit choked; for there seems to have
been quite a retrogression from the late Sixties, at least on an ideologicallevel. It was
then that an energy, one which had long existed without cultivation and direction,
became a major factor in changing, perhaps "improving" our society. A "learned
class" had left its embryonic state and begun to actualize its potentials. Streaking in
comparison is but masturbation, a mere "letting off of steam." It's thereaction of a

confused adolescent faction.
There's little wonder why an administrator would laugh: this blind spending of
energy would give any official absolute free reign, simplifying the corraling of the
herd.
Moreover, people are generally less alarmed at the phenomenon because they, as
any fool, can easily understand it. Kids are kids; they simply wish to have fun. This
leads, though, to an overwhelming question: has there been no change at all? Perhaps
there has been no "progress" so to make room for retrogression. Essentially there is
not difference between phone booth stuffing, moratoriums, strikes and streaks.
If true, then the Sixties' revolution was simply a reaction, a stage through which we

6

were passing, void of sincerity. We have learend nothing from what we have experienced. All we fought for was based on whim. We hope, though, that those goals
once so dear, have not dissipated as have the people en masse.
As for the streakers, and some 2,000 voyeurs last Friday, besides being ludicrous, it
was half-hearted. It was simply an excuse for a party (something which never before
seemed necessary). Already the release valve is clogged; ennui was in such a matter inevitable, but appearing in a couple of weeks is absurd. It seemed proof there wasn't
enough steam for combustion. Perhaps the streakers were too extreme; if they had
simply flashed or walked with their zippers down, they may not have burned out so

quickly.
So while you were buzzing about, streaker, letting but glimpses of your naked body
be caught, you were seeing but fleeting glimpses of the world, a bit out of focus and
making little sense. Surely you did not see Nixon stopping White House leaks, or see
prices and unemployment skyrocket, or truly see yourself for you're a bigger ass
?

than what you think you have exposed. Yours is the "new mentality" that's no better
than the old. You are the prankster who's still not capable of controlling his life on a
socio-political level. You are the person who wishes to remain an object, something at
which to point and laugh. You naively hold all things unalterable, never to take effective action.
This man, this element in our society must be eliminated. In Brecht's words, "Find
estranging
if not strange/Hard to explain even if it is the custom/Hard to undersit
tand even if it is the rule."
Today and tomorrow Marine recruiters will be on campus. It is hoped you will not
close your eyes, and dismiss a morality that is of paramount importance as old hut.
Cease your folly, for masturbation gives birth to nothing.

BC Plans Its Ready-Made Future
(Continued from page I)
With the acquisition of 735 beds at
Newton and the adjoining space for
development, the housing picture has
changed considerably. It now appears
that BC's stint as a tenant in AllstonBrighton should end within two or three
years. The last lease BC signed was for
the Kilsyth apartment's, which extends to
the spring of-1-9-76:- The lease- for 370
Chestnut Hill Aye. ends this spring, but
BC will re-negotiate it since the space
crunch will not be relieved until the completion of the Reservoir Dorms in 1975.
Though BC may not be a tenant much
longer, its status as a landlord will increase over the next five years. The addition of the 800 bed Reservoir Apartments
and the Newton dorms gives BC space
for 5,000 students. The liquidation of the

Cleveland Circle and Kilsyth Road
apartments (500 beds) will leave 4,500
spaces. This is 55 percent of the projected
8,200 undergraduates. If money becomes
tighter in the next few years and
UMass/Boston lures away a sizable
amount of the commuter base, BC would
be forced to accept more out-of-state

people. Additional dorms could be built
on the northwest corner of the Newton
campus, currently an athletic field. Most
likely this would be apartment-type housing, since this is more -attractive to
students and only dorm style housing is
currently offered there.
There is a general sentiment that the
Newton campus should retain a
character ofits own. Dedicating the campus to experimental learning situations,
to innovative education or to specific
schools (Education, Social Work) has
been speculated upon by faculty and
students. Father Monan has suggested
that the campusbe the site of the proposed common freshman year, and many
people have expressed interest in the concept of Newton remaining as a womanoriented campus.
The concept of experimental learning
situations could be activated by the integration of the west campus housing
with its curriculum, either in the form of

living-learning centers with live-in faculty
or with the establishment of dorm identities in conjunction with studies. For example, if it were decided that the Newton
campus would house all of BC's creative
art departments, then dorms should be
set up with the idea of artists from
different disciplines living and working
together. Likewise, if the west campus
were established as a strict liberal arts
college with its main purpose being the
discovery of connections between
different disciplines, then classes or
workshops could be held in the dorms on
interrelated matters and not end at the
classroom door
No people eye the new campus more
hungrily nor more deservedly than those
involved in the arts at BC. Artists have
always been a disparate lot here, stuck in
crannies in Campion and Lyons, exchanging few ideas with one another and
politically impotent in their separation.
Now many see the new campus as a

perfect place to relocate and consolidate
the different art departments (Fine Arts,
Theatre, Communication, Music, Film
Studies). Expansion is also seen as viable
with hiring of new faculty, creating majors in music and studio art, and courses
in pottery, architectural design, and
dance.
The facilities are there. The 800 seat
chapel with its fine acoustics and organ
could easily be converted to a theatre and
performance hall. The three story art
center with a kiln in the basement for
pottery, lounge space on the first floor for
informal talks, and fair sized work rooms
on the top two floors is more compact,
better equipped, and of much higher
aesthetic quality than the fourth floor of
Lyons. The closed circuit television in the
science building could be the skeleton of
a strong television arts concentration in
Speech and Communication.
A more integrated use of the campus
might be the study of arts and sciences,
with a much stricter adherence to the
philosophy of liberal education than is
currently propagated at BC. Its aim
would be generalization rather than

specialization, the fostering of the ability Education could make use of the Country
to make connections between such Day School as a laboratory and the fine
currently estranged subjects as poetry arts center for teaching skills. Nursing
and physics. This would require
professors with the ability to see past
their own disciplines and students with
courage enough to take a chance and
brave a treacherous job market. A
program like this might take the direction of the MIT technical arts division,
which is involved in futuristic speculation, so it might be a welcome change.
On the other hand, this concentration
at

Newton might threaten

to turn

the

main campus into "pre-med city" with
job-oriented education the standard fare.
Instead, any poke at new or revised
educational values at Newton should be
coupled with a re-evaluation of the entire
University's philosophy of education.
Another experimental concept men-

tioned by Father Monan last week at the
convocation was the Common Freshman

Year. This has always seemed to be a toy
with which liberals play, but nothing
more, because it bodes inherent disaster
for the BC admissions department. There
is no way to ascertain the number that
will eventually choose a particular
school. If 2,100 freshmen enter BC and
only 100 decide to enter SOM in
sophomore year, then havoc prevails in

the administration. BC should consider
in the use of the Newton campus as the
base for a common freshman year, that it
is both too small (there are twice as many
residents as beds) and too isolated to be
successful.
Moving certain schools out to Newton
has also been mentioned. The School of

would be aided by the closed circuit
television system in the science wing.
Management and Social Work have also
been speculated upon. It seems though
that a person would have chosen a
business college, hospital, or state normal
school if he/she merely wanted to
associate with candidates seeking the
same degree. BC's value as an institution
is the merit it gives to a broad liberal
education and this education is as much a
result of the people one deals with as
from diverse classes.
Feeling has been expressed by
members of both communities that the
west campus remain women-oriented, if
not' solely as a women's school then by
facilities and courses that are designed in
response to women's needs. It has been
suggested thai current student facilities
be converted into a day-care center for
the entire University if the proposal for
the renovation of Hovey House fails. The
transferral and expansion of the BC
Women's Center has been mentioned. It
is imperative that BC retain a number of
Newton faculty after the merger who are
teaching courses related to women.

* Newton College
The acquisition*of* the
campus has presented a variety of options
for improvement at Boston College. It is
not too idealistic to hope and to expect
that BC will recognize an opportunity for
expansion, for innovation and for
creativity in what has been termed "BC's
largest success since its move to Chestnut
Hill."
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ANALYSIS
Newton College Reacts
(Continued from page 1 j
degree that could be worthless in a few
After absorbing the shock of the news, years." She added, "It's so late to
the women who have yet to complete transfer now, too. At this late date, I'd be
their education realized the problem they fishing around just for the sake of finding
would have to face. The closing of the a place to put myself." If BC does decide
school posed different problems, and to relax Core requirements for
engendered different feelings in each sophomores, it will be a great relief to all,
except those who just don't want to atclass.
be
expected,
Seniors: As could
the senior tend a large coed university. Those
class was most upset by the news. Senior women who don't want a large university
Kate Egan said, "I'm really sad. We're are in the worst predicament. Although it
much more attached to this place than is possible to transfer, it is very late and
anyone." But then she added, "After many schools have already passed their
coming to a school with the idea that deadlines. As one woman said, "If I
you're coming to a good school, and are wanted to go to BC, I would have applied
going to graduate with a fine education there in the first place."
behind you, it's upsetting to learn that Freshmen: The freshmen are left with
you are going to be graduating from a more options than any other class. They
school which, in a few years, no one will have another year of grace at Newton,
ever have heard of. I'm worried about where, if they want, they can start
catching up on BC Core requirements, or
they can take time to thumb through the
old collegecatalogues and find a remaining member among the dwindling forces
of women's colleges. One freshman even
said. "We can't wait. We're ready to
move on to a place with lots of activities
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the demise of the women's college could
be a blow to the struggle by women today
to establish their own identity outside of
the shadow of a man.
Dr. Whalen, president of Newton
College, thinks that a definite need for
women's education remains in our society. "Until the child rearing practice in
this country changes, the women's
colleges are necessary. So many women
come from homes where they covertly or
overtly had to take a back seat to their
brothers. In a woman's college they have
an opportunity to direct their own life
style and gain a sense of self esteem.
Some women, by living and working

7

possibilities are limitless. The tradition of
women's education already exists on the
Newton campus. Although the option of
separate women's education is becoming
less and less viable, BC has a unique
chance to aid women in discovering
themselves and their capabilities through

education.

together achieve more and become more
their own person. Women who have
graduated from this college have a self

sufficiency that I haven't seen in women
from large, coed colleges."

This need and desire to spend some
time with women is the principal reason
why most women choose to attend a Marion Flynn: BC has a tremendous
opportunity to do something intellectually
school like Newton. Pat Byrne, a senior sound
and of fine academic quality for
said,
on the Board of Trustees at Newton
women with the use of this plant.
"Single sex education is not good for
everyone. However, it is a very, very
and sports facilities."
However, for some freshmen and valuable option. It is important because
sophomore Newton women, there is we have a place of our own to grow,
develop, and think, and remove some of
more at stake academically in the transition from Newton College to Boston the trappings of a sexist society." She
College than the Core. The largest went on to say, "We think it's a tragedy
department at Newton is psychology, that schools of Newton's quality must
with 24 sophomores and 42 freshmen close, but even if it has to close, we are
getting a job. Some employers might studying to be psych majors. Taking into still willing to support women's education
think there was''something wrong' with account the overcrowding in BC's psych and agree with the Carnegie Commission
the school when they find out it is department, it would be academic suicide report which says that women are the
defunct. I'd just rather have my degree for these women to come to BC. The selargest untapped group of superior inthat's
in
existence."
at
in the United States."
place
telligences
from a
still
cond largest department
Newton is
"I hope that BC realizes that they are
Juniors: Members of the juniorclass are studio art, with 12 sophomores and 16
particularly upset about receiving a freshmen. Unless BC retains Newton's getting a groupof women who are used to Justine Osage: We know we got a tine
degree from a defunct school. Their class art department, these freshmen will being in on decisions on every level, and education from a fine faculty at Newton,
is left with the least choice in determining definitely have to transfer, and if the who are used to being heard," said Pat. but we want to get a degree from a school
that still exists.
their future. At least when the senior sophomores want to stay, they will have "Although I'm disappointed that Newclose,
have
to
that
class graduates, Newton will still be an to make a last minute scramble next year ton has to
we
realize
independent entity. The merger will have to fit their art requirements in, before the women at BC are women, and we're
not effect on their immediate college Newton closes. There are also ten women, and together we'll get a lot more
careers. However, the junior class will be American Studies, seven Liberal Studies. women to do a lot more things. Anything
forced to remain at Newton while the and five Urban Studies majors in the that brings women together can't be bad.
school is technically under the control of freshmen and sophomore classes who are Together we can find a good way to make
BC, and receive their degrees from Newleft with almost no alternative but to noise and we are willing to make noise
ton College. It is too late for any of them transfer.
about women's education."
to transfer. Most schools require at least
The future of the Newton campus is
* * *
three semesters in residence before they
As troublesome and crucial as all of also a concern of the Newton communiwill confer a degree. Even if BC relaxed these problems are to those who have to ty. Whalen emphasized his hopes of Newthe three semester rule for them (which live through them, there is a larger issue ton's future by saying, "I do hope that
they won't) the juniors still wouldn't have at stake in closing the doors of Newton BC will recognize that they have a major
time to fulfill the Core requirements, College. This issue, which is causing opportunity to do something creative for
since Newton has no comparable re- more turmoil at Newton than all of the women." Sara Auth, a junior echoed this
quirements. One junior said, "I'm going other problems put together, is the issue hope by saying, "People want this cam- Pat Byrne: It's a tragedy that schools of
close, but we are
to do my damnedest to get a BC degree. I of women's education. As the number of pus to retain some sort of a community Newton's quality must
willing to support women's education.
still
don't want to get a Newton degree now. 1 women's colleges dwindle, some women dedicated to the education of women."
want people to believe me when I say I've are being forced to attend coed colleges Many women even suggested that Newgraduated from college."
even though this is not the type of educa- ton become the women's college of
Sophomores: While the seniors and tion they want or need. A report called Boston College, in the same sense that
juniors have their problems, it is the pre"Opportunities for Women in Higher Radcliffe is the women's college of Harsent sophomore class that faces the most Education," released by the Carnegie vard.
immediate difficulties due to the con- Commission on Higher Education last Boston College now has a major opporsolidation. The sophomores have their September, stated that women who tunity to do something exciting and inchoice ofreceiving a degree from Newton attended single sex colleges proved to be novative in women's education. It has the
or BC. However, right now they are anxmore "successful" after graduating. The opportunity to offer women special
iously wailing for the final decision from study says that in single sex colleges academic and social experiences with the
BC on whether or not they will have to women tend to speak up more in class, use of the Newton plant. Courses of
complete Core requirements to receive a hold more positions of leadership, and special interest to women could be
BC degree.
have more women teachers and ad- offered there. An all women pre-med
"I don't know what to do," said ministrators to emulate. Thus when a school could be established. The present
Nancy Durkin: I don't want to get a degree
sophomore Nancy Durkin. "I don't want woman graduates from this type of infirmary could served as a much needed from a defunct school, but yet I don't
to waste my last two years taking rinky school, she is filled with a self confidence GYN clinic. There is ample space for a want to waste my last two years taking
dink courses, just when I'm getting into which she might not have been able to day care center, and an expanded Core courses if BC makes us.
Resource Center. The Photos by Maglione.
my major. But then I don't want to get a achieve elsewhere. In light of this report, Women's
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JAZZWISE
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BY RAY JULIAN

Trying to define Jazz to one who has
not experienced pain and love within
moments of each other, or has not yet
paid his dues, would simply be a waste of
time. All thoughts and descriptions of
Jazz are subject to strong emotions,
tolerances and deviations, defiance and
outburst. Jazz is a language with no
dictionary, genders, or cases in the third
person. Everyone speaks in colloquialisms
where connotations lose all
meaning out of context, communications
are made through the genius of major
sevenths, 88 keys, 3 valves, 4 cat guts, VA
octaves of reeds, and skins trapped by
strong wrists
No matter who is
speaking it is the tone that communicates
the meaning of the context. Many
and
mediums attempt to express love
even to talk about love
how blatant!
Jazz is the only language that can universally connotate the emotions of love's
after glow
the pain and joys of
love
The intangibilities where all is
lost, but not forgotten. The after glow experinece is the closest analogy this writer
can make to JAZZ. Emotions without
constraints, fears without thresholds,
tears without pain
life where touch is
a blind man's eyes
Jazz is possibly
the red tipped cane in music's dark spectrum
Is then Jazz a collective
resource of life's senses? Many have
thought of Jazz as caring for Life's

.

...

daring

the adventurous twins of

the definite Jazz scene as Rock is today.
Well, I know that a lot of people are
shaking their heads now, but hold on. In
the 40's, there was BE BOP, which was
an extension of the then contemporary
Jazz medium. But we still think of BE
BOP as yesterday's Jazz
much in the
same way our grandchildren will be
laughing at Rock and Roll. and will
consider it Our BE BOP. Thus, Jazz wil
continue
after absorbing what it will
from the extensions of Rock and
Soul
and twenty years hence when
the cycle is completed again
there
will be another be bop era
and Jazz
might take a back seat again
but it
will survive the cycle. If you don't believe
me just listen to Rock's more extended
pieces
almost sounds like Ornette
Coleman or Charles Mingus did ten
years ago
Right?
However Rock may be influenced by
Jazz, the cycle cannot be completed unless the reverse is also true. The most
predominant Jazz artist to encompass
Rock colloquialisms into his language is
Dave Brubeck with his own generation of
jazz. Brubeck work up the Jazz scene
years ago when his quartet borke through
rhythmic horizons and metric constraints
with "Take Five" and "Rondo a la
Turk." He startled The Sleepers of the
50's by experimenting with exotic Time
signatures. "Take Five" broke with common time and introduced 5/4 time to the
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language which is probably the most

defiant fo all combinations of quarter
Rome.
However many still ask "What kind of notes. Joe Morello, who exhibits his skills
music is Jazz?" Jazz, not to define it per to perfection, proved that drums can be a
se, is a conglomerate of sounds, words, mellow instrument, as illustrated by his
and spaces that emerge from the Body. release from the 5/4 vamp of Brubeck's
Body language
which includes music keyboard pulse. After applause, the
from the French Quarter of New audience was stunned by the 9 time figure
Orleans, Benny Goodman, Coleman of Rondo (grouped 2-2-2-3). Following
Hawkins, Donald Bird, Diz, Theolonius the opening bars, the three eight-notes
Monk, Kansas City, Cannonball Adder"transform" into a single beat. And the
ly, Donald Bird, Bill Evans, Milt rhythm evolves in double bars of 9/8 synJackson, Illinois Jacquet, Yuseef Lateef, chronizing with alternating measures of
The rhythm becoming
Herbie Mann, Wes Montgomery, Sonny common time
which a dynamic predominance of the theme
Rollins, Buddy Rich, Detroit.
brings us to Curtis Mayfield and the Soul portrayed by Paul Desmond's sax.
which yes is as much a part of Recently Brubeck has again surprised the
Train
scene with "Two Generations of
Brubeck" on Atlantic. David along with
his sons Darius and Danny and Chris expanded his mode with a "Rondo"
and this writer is satisfied with
"RonBrubeck's definition of Jazz
begins
on
LP
with
the
do"
the newest
signature,
but
same Jazz-remote 9/8
soon goes into a transition of rock n roll
which then eveolves
albeit keyboards
complete
into a heavy blues theme
harmonica,
electric
with slide guitar,
piano, bass and a rockin set of
traps
via the New Heavenly Blue.
To develop a modern feeling of what
many call Jazz
an understanding of
Brubeck, in both generations is a must.
Every element of contemporary music is
evident, along with the moods, dialogues
and rhythms Brubeck gives those who are
not as fluid in the language a description
of context in which to base assumptions
and emotions coupled with the bias
necessary to encourage personal interpretations of the emotionally delicate
language of Jazz. A language of spirits,
tones, shifting moods, highs and lows, ten
toes up antrfeS "tfiei down
jamming time in an after glow.
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RIDERS TO THE SEA
This opera is the exact opposite of
Williams' opera, as it is a farce that
exhibits how ironically close the
emotions of love and hate can be
within people.
The play presents a widow named
Popova who has been mourning the
death of her husband for over nine
months. Popova is not really mourning, however, for she despises her
dead husband who was unfaithful to
her many times in the past. She is
mourning in order to show her dead
mate's spirit just how faithful she
can be.
When Smirnov, an old creditor of
Popova's husband arrives, demanding payment on a former debt, the
widow attempts to throw him out of
her house. She fails, and he persists
in his demands, but Popova is
obstinate and refuses to pay him.
Smirnov in answer to her refusal,
threatens to commitsuicide. Shortly
after this threat, Popova tells him
that she is equal to any man. He
challenges her to prove this boast,
by facing him in a duel with pistols.
Popova, much to his surprise,
accepts his challenge, and suddenly
Smirnov who once hated her now
discovers he has fallen in love with
the widow. Naturally, the play ends
on a happy note as the two lovers are
reconciled in their differences.
The opera is essentially a comedy,
a slapstick extravaganza in one act
which moves as quickly as does
Chekhov's play. The composer
soprano wailing. As a result, the William Walton has parodied a
final scene becomes little more than veritable smorgasbord of coman Irish wake without the spiritus poser's styles in this opera's score in
fermenti; and therefore without any order to produce a comic effect that
motivation, a bit dull. It is not compliments the comic situation of
theatrically appealing or exciting, Chekhov's. Such composers as
but rather it produces a pronounced Tchaikowsky, Weil, Strauss, and
state of lethargy.
Britten are all represented
Eunice Albert, as Maurya, stylistically in Walton's musical
supplies an uneven performance composition.
throughout this opera. She appeared
Unfortunately, Wayland's conto feel the suffering of Synge's ducting in this opera was unconcharacter and at times was elevated trolled and loose, forcing the singers
in stature dramatically, but Alberts to shout over the orchestra's music.
was unable to sustain this conErnest Triplett as Smirnov, was
sistently in her acting. Her voice did comically and vocally satisfying. He
not seem capable of expressing the dealt with the high range of the role
passion which exists in Maurya's as proficiently as with his rendering
soul, and because of this inability of the low range. Nicholas
the character of Maurya in her Deutsche's blocking of several
hands was not a tragic figure, but scenes, especially Triplett's drinking
rather one of misery.
scene was not polished enough, for
The second opera, The Bear, is a quite often Triplett seemed as if he
light-hearted piece based on Anton were improvising many of his acChekhov's play by the same name. tions.

BY MARK BLY
The Associate Artists Opera
Company performed two short
operas at the National Theatre on
Tremont St. in Boston this past
week. The first opera, Riders to the
Sea composed by Ralph Vaughan
Williams, follows the text of the
tragic play written by the Irish
dramatist John Millington Synge.
The play, first presented in Dublin in
1904, is a one-act tragedy based on
the lives of fisher folk in the Aran
Islands, situated just off. the west
coast of Ireland.
Synge's work dramatizes the suffering of the old woman Maurya,
who has given all but one of her sons
to the sea, and is now struggling to
keep her last son, Bartley, at home
for fear that he too will be lost at
sea. She does lose Bartley and her
lamenting of his death in the last
scene of the play is touching and
sublime in nature. Maurya is a
tragic figure, for like Hecuba of old,
she has lost and suffered much, and
yet remains composed and resolute
in the face of adversity and grievous
disaster.
The play is poetic, nearly lyrical
in expression. The music provided
by Ralph Williams is slow and
melodramatic. The composer's
score ruins the lyrical quality of
Synge's work, and affects it to a
point that the dramatic tension of
the play is lost. The end of the opera
is marked by an excessiveamount of

10

/ THE BEAR

JO ELLA TODD as Nora and Lisbeth Brittain as Cathleen fear for the emotions of their mother Maura
upon hearing of the death of their brother in "Riders to the Sea."
Jan Curtis in the role of the

name of group Liquid Light
name of performance Tragedy of the Intelligence
date April 18th at Roberts
admission free
original
An
rock opera written and performed by the
Liquid Light
soon to be recorded.

widow, gave a comic performance
that was amusingly seductive, and

?

craftily persuasive. Fortunately, the
entire cast performed as well as she
did, providing an entertaining opera
that was infinitely more successful
than Williams' work.
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Well folks, I hate to do it to you,
but it's time for me to tell you who

the "Next Big Thing" is going to be.
Yeah I know everybody says that
and, in fact, I often go into incredible coughing and sneezing fits when
somebody starts to hype a new band,
but"... AAAAAchoooooo,please
welcome 10 C.C."
10 C.C. is composed of four
British rock veterans who combine
instrumental virtuosity with the
ability to laugh at the music which
everybody seems to take so seriously. The membersof the band are Lol
Creme (guitar, keyboards, synthesizer), Graham Gouldman (bass,
guitar, dobro), Kevin Godley
(drums, percussion) and Eric
Stewart (lead guitar, keyboards).
All of the members both write and
sing and all of them do it very well.
Their first album, on UK records,
is simply titled 10 C.C, and pokes
fun at several rock idioms. The
songs range from a fast paced, synthesized opener, appropriatelytitled
"Speed Kills" to the ultimate Fifties
death song "Johnny Don't Do It";
from an outrageous take off on
Charles Atlas, "Sand in my Face,"
to "Rubber Bullets", an uptempo
version of the old prison riot standard. The beauty of 10 C.C. is that
they can pick up on several musical
ideas without spreading themselves
thin.
The band is in the midst of their
first American tour which began two
weeks ago with a week long stand at
the Performance Center in Cam-bridge. Though they played second
bill to Tracy Nelson, 10 C.C. attracted a loud and loyal following
and there is a possibility that they
may return here at the end of their
tour in late April. They open their
shows in darkness, with the voice of
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the Lord booming out the Ten Commandments on a stormy Mount
Sinai and then asking the earthly
customers to welcome the group.
10 CC began their set with
"Speed Kills." On the record a syn-

thesizer is the prominent instrulive a two guitar, bass and
drums (an additional drummer is
touring with them) set-up turns the
song into a powerful rocker. They
kept the pace going with the
hilarious "Sand in my Face" in
which the 98 pound weakling turns
into a superman and wreaks
vengeance on the big bully, Alex.
While 10 CC sometimes runs the
risk of being all art and no heart,
they show a more somber side of
themselves on "Fresh Air For My
Momma" another cut from their
album which laments life and death
in the big city.
The group also played some
material from a forthcoming album.
Two of these songs were "Wall
Street Shuffle" and "Silly Love
Song." The former is an amusingdepressing tale of financial greed
spoofing businessmen by saying
"You would sell your mother/You
can buy another." The latter song
combines Gouldman's thundering
bass with Stewart's lead in a song
which pokes fun at every clicheridden love song every written.
10 CC finished a ten song set with
an extended version of their English
hit "Rubber Bullets." This finale
gave Stewart a chance to play some
licks which would make Page, Beck,
etc. froth at the mouth.
With the cooperation of Willis
Damalt of London Records (UK's
distributors) The Heights was able
to talk with Lol Creme, Graham
Gouldman and Eric Stewart.
H: How long have you been
ment, but

,

together?
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out?
Graham: It should be out the end of
May.

..

Lol: We want to get the first one off
the ground.
H: Do you like the new album?
Graham: We're delighted with the
new album
Everything is better.
H: Do you consider yourselves to be
a studio band or a live band?
Graham: They are two satisfying
mediums. You get a certain plus
from playing live that you can't get
from anywhere else
But you can
always correct your mistakes in the
studio.
H: Do you leave a lot ofmaterial lying around?
Graham: We've always got little
pieces lying around
.but if
somebody has parts he can't finish,
someone else in the groupfinishes it.
That's the advantage of having four
writers in the band
The crux of
the whole thing is that everything we
do could go utterly wrong.
Lol: If an idea doesn't work, it gets
booted out fast.
H: What do you think ofelectronic
music?
Lol: I went through electronic
abstract music about seven years
ago. I use the Moog in a positive
way. It's there in our tracks, but in a
subliminal role.
H: What do you think of the English

..

.. .
..

press?

Eric: English reporters are like
English radio. About four guys out
of forty are worthwhile. Some of
them walk up to us and ask: "What
was your last record?" I think that
they might know that, or should if
they're following us.
H: How were things with the
Mindbenders (Eric's former band)?
Eric: With the Mindbenders? Fine, I
enjoyed it.
JH: What dp you think of the sixties
revival, is there any worth in it?
Eric: I read a marvelous quote
which said: "When Billy J. Kramer
leapt into the audience, the audience
ran away." That's all I want to say
about the sixties revival.
?Mike Morgan
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Each Adult Member of Your Party

that
had H: What are people in England
a hit single named "Neanderthal listening to?
Man" in 1970.)
Lol: Oh, Gary Glitter, Slade, the
H: How did you come to be 10 CC? Sweet... all the things we don't
Lol: Well, Eric, Kevin and myself like.
had been producing various people H: There seems to be quite a fifties
such as Neil Sedaka, who is enjoyinfluence in your work.
a revival over in Lol: In what songs?
ing
and Justin Hayward inH: Well, in Donna, Johnny and a
England
vited us to tour with the Moody few others.
Blues. So we got Graham to play Lol: Everybody's been involved in
We just try mainly
bass and played live.
fifties music
H: Do you listen to anyone in par- to put new ideas into new music.
ticular?
H: You've talked about the fifties
and about the "fifteen minute"
guitar solo
where do you think
music is going?
Eric: What's wrong with guitar
solos?
Lol: (to Eric) Well your solos are
concise, they don't go too long.
Lol: We'll listen to anyone who's Eric: We're very democratic.
good .. The Band, Ry Cooder, Lol: Help!
Stevie Wonder, Paul Simon
Graham: You see, we all formed 10
H: Do you find yourselves influenc- CC
it's a natural progression.
ed by anyone?
H: Do you think that audiences are
Lol: We're influenced by our state of more discerning than they were five
mind at the time. I don'tknow
I years ago?
suppose we're influenced by the Graham: Now people's tastes are
Beatles somewhat.
discerning to an almost destructive
H: There struck me as being a level.
"Village Green" type of thinking in
H: Could you explain that?
"Fresh Air"; what do you think of Graham: It's a cult thing. Everyone
Ray Davies (of The Kinks)?
used to buy the top five records, now
Lol: I think it's a shame he hasn't they despise three of them.
recorded more recently. I've liked H: Is there any particular age group
some of the things he's written. I that listens to you?
don't know, I guess a lot of people Eric: From 14 to 30. The student
are getting pissed off by cities.
and university audiences like our
H: What type of music bothers you?
humor.
Lol: I think the whole spectrum of H: Have you had a steady following
the "fifteen year" guitar solo is borhere (Performance Center)0
ing. There's also a lot of pretentious Eric: I'd say maybe 20 or 30 a night.
lyric floating around.
Lol: In England, if you want to
H: There is obviously a lot of satire break a record, you have to do it in a
Really. The radio
in your music, is it calculated?
discotheque
Lol: We've never calculated situation in England really stinks.
anything, being satirical rubs off in
You can't help but criticize it as a
~???\u25a0.\u25a0\u25a0;.
ou-r music. it:
load of shit.
~\ /,.? ...-.::.,..
H: Would you see yourselves, then, Graham: When you have a record
as some sort of musical comedians? on the charts (in England) you really
Lol: Yes, I think so; have you ever freak out ... the radio stations in
England perform a service only for
listened to Monty Python?
people with hit records.
H: A little.
Lol: Well, that's the type of thing we Lol: It's like a little clique.
like.
H: When will your next album be
we were Hotlegs. (Hotlegs
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JOSHUA CENTER is seeking two
undergraduate student directors for
next year with some background in
social service work.
APPLICANTS should speak to one
of the current directors by Tuesday,
March 19 and submit a written
application by Wednesday, March 20.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
bells vs. beers
Dear Mr. Rumely and Mr. Begans:
I read with interest your article in The
Heights dealing with Boston College and
its relationship with its neighbors.
I have been a resident of the area for a
number of years and am generally impressed favorably with the fact that by
and large the students have been quite
easy to live with. Beer cans and torn
parking tickets are not anywhere near as
annoying as the noise emanating from
Gasson Tower. I refer to the chimes that
ring night and day every fifteen minutes.
Numerous complaints have been made to
various people at B.C. but to no avail.
(Even the Mayor's office gave them a call
and received a runaround). The insensitivity of the officials at the University is
difficult to understand. The objecting
neighbors request that the chimes be shut
off at night only, but so far even that simple request has been met with a hostile
and negative response. One of my
neighl ors called the College soon after
movinj into the area to complain that her
child was having a problem falling asleep
in the night, because of the noise. The
Jesuit with whom she talked told her
quite bluntly that if she didn't like the
chimes she could "move out"!!!! Most
of us feel that a timer on the chimes
would be a big step in getting the
neighbors to feel more favorable about
B.C. as a neighbor.
Sincerely,

D.S. Haggeron

tal or critique. Instead, he has been
answered only by hysterical name-calling
and innuendo concerning his scholarly
ability. Unfortunately you have chosen to
continue this trend.
I doubt anyone could have written a
more one-sided article than yours. Of
course the Israelis have suffered much in
the past 25 years! Of course, they have
been threatened, harrassed, and shot at!
So have the Arabs. The sword cuts both
ways: the list.of legitimate Arab
grievances is just as long. Life has been
very hard for the Christian and Muslim
Palestinians since the founding of Israel.
Are we to assume that only those of
Jewish religion can have feeling of
patriotism for Palestine, and only they
can suffer?
But this can be disputed forever. What
cannot be disputed .s that Israel has an
imperialistic foreign policy. I use your
very own definition, "the policy or practice or advocacy of extending the power
and dominion of a nation especially by
direct territorial acquisitions." The
Israelis are quite clear about this: they
have stated many times that they have no
intention of returning the Golan Heights,
Jerusalem, most of the West Bank, and
much of the Sinai Peninsula.
What is also indisputable is that the
Israelis feel that this policy is a necessary
and vital one. Prof. Knox's contention is
that this will be their downfall. Why do
you refuse to answer him on this point?
Why must you insist on half-truths, distortions, and name-calling? It is time for
you to take "a tour of the real world."

THE HEIGHTS Monday, March 18, 1974
Every morning around a quarter to

nine I am dropped off outside the Comm.
Aye entrance. Since my first class does
not begin until ten, I usually spend the intervening hour in the library reviewing
my work for the day. But before I do
that, I like to nay, I have to pay a
ten or twenty minute visit to the men's
room.
Making a headcall is one of the more
uneventful and mundane activities in life,
especially when one is still half asleep. All
that could be changed, for me at any rate,
if WVBC were broadcast into the toilet.
Each morning I could look forward to
the carefree birdcalls and the clarion
bugle playing reveille. Borne back via the
imagination to the nostalgia-filled days
of bootcamp-in-the-spring, my flagging
energies would be restored; I could walk
out refreshed and eager to put in a day's
work. As for the rest of you, for whom
these things might not deliver up a
remembrance of things past, you could
sit around a little longer and catch the
news and a couple of your favorite recordings.
J. Fitzgerald
?

grammatic
revelation

To the Editor:
On the morning of Wednesday, Feb.
20, I finally got up the courage to stop by
at the Women's Resource Center, after
its existence on campus for almost a year,
Sincerely, to inquire as to the nature of its resources
John Prince and especially to peruse its literature.
After a rather brief intercourse with the
woman manning the fortress, I found the
door of the Center only centimeters away
having re-shaped my face; (forfrom
To the Editor:
I have big feet.) I have no idea
tunately,
I wonder whether anyone besides
myself is favorable to the idea of piping why I was so rudely refused admittance
WVBC into all the campus restrooms. to the Center since it is well advertised

knox again

musical release

Dear Professors Milenky and Feldman:
It has now been several months since
Prof. Knox wrote his article on Israeli
imperialism. This has been more than
enough time for a careful rational rebut-
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that men are welcome to browse around
also. I believe part of the Center's
philosophy is that all men and womenare
equal and that they're trying to
emphasize the balance.
At first having the door slammed in
my face, I was stunned and insulted; (I
don't think I was rude or improper in any
way.) In relating the incident to friends
(male and female) I laughed about it,
taking it in stride. But as I ponder it now,
it bothers me. You see, the very principles upon which the Women's Resource
Center was established have been raped.
The free flow of ideas has been ignored
and even abandoned, while an air of absolute intolerance seems to cloud the
Resource Center when it comes to controversial issues which dominating individuals in the Center would disagree
with in principle.
Slammed doors do not establish communication. Closed doors will only
further erode the dubious mutuality
which we possess in the human race, as it
refuses to allow interaction among individuals. As fellow students here at B.C.
and as individuals contributing to the bill
payments for this institution, we ought to
be concerned about the things going
around here. Until doors are opened,
growth cannot take place. And the ideal
of B.C. being a community will remain
beyond conception.
I call the Women's Resource Center of
Boston College to a challenge. Are they

really for freedom of speech, the free flow
of conflicting ideas on controversial subjects, the disseminationof information on
the various sides of issues concerning
women, and above all the recognition of
the equality of the sexes? Or is it true that
the Women's Resource Center is merely
another typical B.C. organization: run

exclusively of the clique, by the clique
and for the clique?
Sincerely yours in hope,
Michael P. Vandal
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SEND NOW FOR LATEST CATALOG. ENCLOSE $2.00
TO COVER RETURN POSTAGE
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COLLEGE PROGRAMS IN ISRAEL
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nstitute or International Education

***BIBLICAL ARCHAEOLOGY
6 credits
***EXCAVATION IN BIBLICAL
archaeology
3 credits or non-credit
'"ISRAELI politics
3 credits.
?

What Annual Fund-National Telethon
Where
Philomatheia Hall
When
Mon. thru ThurS. March 4-MarCh 28
Tjme
6'oo pm tO 9"00 pm
Who Undergrade Grad students. Faculty, or Administra?

?

?

?
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HOW

Schedule yOUrSelf ahead:
Tel. 969-0100 ext. 536 and ask for Phil
?

Cailan Or Ed HurleY
7

?
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Combine classroom and field work. Earn college credit at
Tel-Aviv University. Become acquainted with historical and
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The Institute for International
Education Programs
w Rawson Road, Box 303
Brookline, Massachusetts 02146
(617) 566-0235
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Job Market For Seniors Looks Tenuous
tight, with two major Boston banks
cancelling their recruitment for this
year. Due to the energy crisis, the
automobile industry is slow,
resulting in Ford Motor Company
cancelling its recruiting at BC. Jobs
in school systems have also been
tight due to the surplus of teachers.
McCourt noted that the social service area is "very restricted" with
experience being the major criteria
in hiring.
Donaldson noted the increased
trend for Liberal Arts students to
take "a year or two off after
graduation," describing it as a

BY ROSEMARY MAROTTA
Ginger McCourt., Assistant

useful time to explore various
careeer areas.
Both he and McCourt agreed that
the best method for deciding a
career is to "know thyself." The student should evaluatehimself by considering what life style best suits
him, what type of people he likes to
work with, and what qualifications
he has or is willing to get.
McCourt suggested that A&S
students considering jobs in business
should take Management courses as
electives. In this way, they will be
able to get an idea of what the areas
of business are like.

Director of BC Placement described
the job market for graduating
seniors as "not the best job market,
but better than the slouch in '70 and
'71." George P. Donaldson, Director of Placement, agreed, but added
that the attitude of most companies
toward hiring is "cautious" and
"just a littlebetter than last year."
Of the 120 companies recruiting
on campus, most are looking for
students in business areas. Opportunities are particularly good for
those holding MBA's, and increased
pressure from the government has
ied more and more companies to
hire minorities and women for
business positions. Donaldson noted
that accounting is always a good
was a deadend job with no upward
area, as the demand is high in both BY MARY PAT McENRUE
The University has announced the mobility in terms of university
good and bad times.
Donaldson predicted increasing appointment of Dr. John L. hierarchy." After revising the job
numbers,of students turning toward Harrison as-Associate Dean of Arts description from minority dean to
MBA's as the practical degree. He and Sciences, He will replace Dean associate dean, meeting with
noted that large numbers ofstudents Wangler who is leaving the post at University officials and reviewing
had turned to Law Schools for the the end of the summer to return to the candidates, the committee
"safe" degree, but added that the the Theology Department.
recommended Dr. Harrison to Fr.
desire to go to Law School exHarrison, currently the Assistant Donovan and the administration as
perienced in the past few years has Director of the State College Office the "best among current
peaked and will fall off, due to the in the New Jersey Department of applicants." Harrison came to
increasing difficulty of getting Higher Education, was offered the Boston in January and on February
accepted. Donaldson noted that last position of Dean of Minority 4 a decision was madeto accept him.
year out of 2,000 applicants BC Law Students last year but did not The Heights questioned Mahome
School accepted 200.
accept. According to Othello and Donovan on Harrison's exMahome, the chairman of the Dean pected relationship with the Black
Other promising job areas are urban planning and health administra- Search Committee, "some of the Talent Program. Mahome stated
tion, both jobs requiring Master's really good people who had first that Harrison "will have an addegrees.
become interested in the position of ministrative assistant who'll act as a
Jobs in financial institutions are Minority Dean backed off because it

Approximately 1500 BC students got together last Friday for their
largest get together in years. The Event, you guessed it, a streak-in.
Photo Campos.

Harrison to Replace Wangler as Dean
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liaison between the University and
the Black Talent Program. That
liaison person will not be a director
of the program but rather, will assist
and advise," said Mahome.
Donovan said that Harrison will
hold a "dual set of responsibilities."
In addition to his duties as Associate
Dean, he will be in liaison with the
Black Talent Program "very
peripherally." He explained, "the
liaison arrangement has not been
ironed out." They have "to sit down
with two job descriptions and harmonize the two." He does "not anticipate any problems."
Donovan also stated that
Harrison "will not be directly involved in recruiting minority faculty
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FACULTY-STUDENTS. CLEAN UP

!kr The GSA (graduate Student Association) is now accepting
"
the position;of Co-ordinator.
The'jo'b entails 15 hours per week. Duties include co-,
ordinating and promoting the GSA's various activities in;
represeWtirtgi'igradUatei'Stddent interests: both curricular and;
non-curricular. [Ajlspi in.yelyed_ is manning and .managing the;
GSA ofjice, .telephone an,d maintaining office hours. The co-'
"ais6 the primary representative of the GSA to the administration
.-.-.,\u25a0':
,;.-,,; £}»'>.'??
i
one. If you have
co-ordinatqr
posittbn'js
a'.'dimariditjig
_
-Th§
i
N
?''
fdeas JerinSw''.^^'^^sfght.%Vs^" #*m through; 'if you care,
about graduate student life at BC; if you like to talk to people and;
help peopl&and lead,.? tbe co-ordinatpr position on the GSA?

"
A full range of summer undergraduate and
II
*%
M 1 graduate courses... specialinstitutes and

;\u25a0

734.9374.

YOU MAY BE LOSING
MONEY
If ypu are a veteran or a dependent your program should be
received by the BC Veterans Office; call the Hot Line, ext. 2661

we know Israel better
O
third Avenue, Nrw V.irt. 11)01" Rl'Ji M7-SIC!

Summer Session Office, C.W. Post Center
Long Island University, Greenvaie, LI., N.Y. 1J548
.(516) 299-2431

while you enjoy'your'tYips.
largest travel organizations in the world. Call

YOUR ACT
or apartment, home, commune, dorm, etc. Or let us clean il for you.
INTERESTED IN NO-FRILLS LOW Reasonable rales, references. Call 787-1530 6COST JET TRAVEL to Europe, the Middle 9 AM & 7-11 PM.
East, the Far East, Africa? EDUCATIONAL
FLIGHTS can help you find the least expenHYPERACTIVITY? r.t \<
sive way to gel there. Phone us toll-free at I am interested in speaking with persons who
have had personal experiences* with
(800) 223-5569.
hyperkinesis, or who have children who 'are
necessary for a
I would be highly appreciative if someone hyperactive. Information
would return a brown wallet, lost at the research paper. Confidentiality assured.
recplex, to lost & found, I need the personal Reply; Suffolk University, c/o Student Acpapers badly. Thank you for your cooperation tivities, Beacon Hill, Boston. Mass. ATTN:
in this matter. M.C. exl 305 Bapst
Ms Palmer.

HistadruiI (_IU I

Call or writefor the Summer Bulletin:

,

Dr. Harrison, 33, received his BA
from Princeton, PhD in chemistry
from the University of Pennsylvania
and resides in Philadelphia.

envelopes at home. Companies pay top money salary. We furnish advice to dancers with no
for that "personal" touch. For further infor- experience; bands may also apply. Call us at
mation regarding opportunities with these 247-317!; East Coast Productions.
companies, send $2 to Phoenix Advertising.
WANTED: Ljke£o rtrayel? Earn Commissions
P.O. Box 11707. Atlanta, Ga, 30305.

For intormation on any of our youth, high school or
college tours call or write: Histadri.it Tours. 630 Third
Avenue. N.Y. 10017. (212) 697-682"

Mil

_

background."

Wanted: enthusiastic go-go and exotic dancers
3>65 to $95 PER WK/PART TIME
Unlimited earning potential in addressing for Boston area; no experience necessary; high

EUROPE?ISRAEL?AFRICA
Travel discounts year round
International Student Travel-Center
739 Boylstoi. St., Suite 113
Boston. Te, (617) 267-1122

Like our 6 WEEK KIBBUTZ WORK/TOUR PROGRAM
where you'll work on a kibbutz as a temporary worker,
tour in Israel, and moo: your Israeli counterparts.
Or our ONE MONTH ISRAEL TOUR which is a comprehensive sightseeing tour designed to immerse you in
Israels highlights and culture Our ISRAEL/EUROPE
TOUR, combining 3 weeks of touring Israel, with an optional Grand Tour thai includes four European countries
or a ,wo " weel< s,av in Athens and Istanbul
We also have tours of England, France. Italy, Holland,
and Switzerland. And special high school tours that combine Israel with Spain and Portugal or Amsterdam and

and students but might have contact
with black scholars and be of some
assistance to deans and chairmen in
fullfilling affirmative action commitments."
Donovan described Harrison as
an \u25a0 "extremely high-class person"
and Mahome feels he is a "very
sharp, perceptive, top-notch candidate." Dean O'Malley, under
whom he will be working, finds him
to be "an agreeable, flexible man
with broad administrative experience and a solid academic
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tpiffon remission.'
Applications may be picked ; iip. in,the..'GSA. Office (McElroy
104). Deadline for applicationsferAp'rri 12,'i§?4.
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SAGA Employees May Receive Wage Hikes in Fall of 1974
which will offset costs and consequently allow for increased wages.
According to Saga manager Bill
McCormick, "there seems to be an
excess of work-study money which I
would like to see channeled into

BY LILLIAN SLOMKOWSKI
Saga student employees may expect a wage hike starting in the fall
of 1974.
Saga is hoping to place employees
in the BC Work-Study Program,

Mass PIRG Conference
The union of the two MASS
PIRGs recently generated its
first statewide conference held at
Worcester on the Clark University campus. Itspurpose was mainly to brainstorm and implement
new approaches to college PIRG
interests: local board structure
and project ideas, media results
and effective statewide staffcollege board relations.
Several small caucuses were
held throughout the afternoon to
work on these particular
branches. Ron Bogard, the
statewide director of PIRG,
stressed the point to college
members that theresults of these
sessions must be brought back to
the local groups if PIRG is to be
a successful operation.
Two films, a BBC-made
documentary on the condition of
American nuclear power plants,

and the Connecticut television
broadcast dealing with the Route
7 Western New England highway
lawsuit were presented to
members among the events of the
morning. Both subjects are part
of the PIRG platform.
With the union of the PIRGs
also comes the Boston and
Amherst offices, both of which
will remain open. The conference, it is hoped, will spark a
greater cohesiveness throughout
the state as a result of the
merger, and plans for future conferences on a regular basis were
laid as part of the groundwork at
Worcester.
Fifty students attended the
conference. Those from BC included: Jeff Graeber, Sally

areas other than specifically college
areas such as food services."
Pat Hurley, coordinator of the
work-study program, added, "not
only will this cut down on the
school's expenses in the cafeteria
and absorb administrative costs, but
it will also be a source ofconvenient
jobs for undergraduates. Instead of
dealing with the hassle of-time and
money spent getting to a community
job, they will be able to work in the
dining hall."
While such a program would
benefit the Saga employees and also
help to maintain room and board
costs, there are a few major
problems. According to a current

survey, only ten per cent

of the compromise on a wage scale. The
wages for n on-work-study
employees will have to increase
whereas the wages for work-study
employees may decrease."
Hurley also cited a third problem,
stating that "hopefully there will be the questionability of getting
workopen slots in the fall which can be study students to remain at Saga for
filled with work-study students."
Hurley also pointed out the a length of time. "It can't be the
problem of wage compatibility type of job where the student works
between a work-study employeeand for Saga until something better
a non-work-study employee. "You comes along. They will have to be
can't pay one student $1.85 and willing to commit themselves for the
another $2.60 for doing the same year. This may be difficult due to the
job. It just isn't fair to the student. fact that there are other more
There will have to be negotiations desirable jobs offered by workbetween Saga and work-study to study."
current Saga employees would
qualify for work-study. Such a small
percentage would account for only a
marginal reduction in costs.
However, Hurley is optimistic,

H UNIVERSITY CAMERA
SPRING SPECIAL

Smith, Lou Chrostowski, Angela
Palmisano, and Maggie Stenman.
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work time is three times what it was
in 1970,

Computer Center Hit by Budget Cuts
BY JIM MALONE
Recent cuts in the budget of the
computer center could cause a shortage of computer power within the
University in April and May of this
year.
According to Reverend Joseph
Pomeroy, Director of the Boston
College Computer Center, "we are
going to do our darnedest to see that

no student is hurt."
John Smith, Vice President for
Financial Affairs at Boston College,
said the problem "boils down to the
fact that we have more customers
than facilities." According to Computer Center Director Pomeroy,
each department has a certain
allocation of money for the computer center, "and when they run

TheAugustmian
Community.

More than anything,
itis being together.

out, and continue to use the center,
they are taking resources belonging
to somebody else." Pomeroy compared the situation to the gas shortage. "There is only so much gas,
and you must have an equal distribution, so you have a unit of

measure. In the case of the computer center, it is the dollar, and the
expenses of the computer center are
relayed to the budget committee.
Financial Vice President Smith
attributedpart of the problem to the
increase in the use of the center over
the past couple of years. "Under
Father Pomeroy, we have added a
lot to our computer system, and thus
have made some improvements

Questions about

Veterans
Benefits?

Both Cor

within the University during the last
three years such as in the area of

juter

solve the budget and allocation
problem is to have each department
be required to use its allocation in a

Center Director

more "controlled manner. For example," said Smith, "a department
has a $10,000 computer budget. In
the past we would say that they
could use up the money at the beginning of the year. Now we are going
to dividethat $ 10,000 so that $ 1,000
a month would be the limit."

Pomeroy and Financial Vice President Smith agree that one way to
February of this year, there were
already 9000 jobs completed. The
amount of students working in the
computer center has increased ten-

?

registration."

Since last year the use of the

center has increased phenomenally.
Lasi May there were 4000 jobs performed at the computer center. By

fold since 1970, while the computer

Registration

to

BY CHRISTINE BRESNAHAN
Beginning March 25, registration
materialsfor the first semester 1974-75 will be available in Lyons 101.
Following the week and a half advisement period, registration itself
will begin on Thursday, April 4. The
schedule for picking up computer
course cards in each of the
departments, and signature
authorizing cards for Arts and
Sciences courses, runs as follows:
Thursday, April 14, 8:30 am to
noon, class of 1975; 1 pm to 4 pm,

class of 1976; Friday, April 27, 8:30
am to noon, class of 1977; 1 pm to 4
pm, class of 1975; Monday, April 8,
8:30 am to noon, class of 1976; 1 pm
to 4 pm, class of 1977. Registration
materials should be returned to the
University Registrar, Lyons 101,
starting Friday, April 5, and no later
than 4 pm Tuesday, April 9.
Undergraduates returning registration material after April 9 incur a
$10.00 Late Registration fee.
According to the Registrar's Of-

Begin Next Week
fice, course changes will be per-

mitted during the first two weeks of
class, September 9-20. Permission
for course overloads and audits are
obtained during the second week of
classes in September. Crossregistration at other universities is
also arranged in September.
People who plan to take a first
semester elective outside of their
major, on a Pass-Fail basis, should
obtain a Course-Exemption form
from the Registrar's Office. It
should be completed, brought to the
departments as well as thedean's office for approval, and returned to
Lyons 101 by 4 pm, April 9.
Undergraduates registering for
graduate courses must pick up cards
for those courses during the registration period.

RESERVOIR PROVISION CO.
Dealers in High Grade Groceries
Foreign and Domestic Liquors

Call the BC Veterans
Hotline, ext. 2661

1922 Beacon Street
Tel. LOngwood 6 5588
Brighton, Mass.
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While our community
is together in Christ, we
do many diverse things.
We teach high school and
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We're missionaries. We
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think about.
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Pass thejug. Pour the Jug. Jug-a-lug.
Jug is the Great American Folk Wine. In Apple
or Strawberry Glen. Full of the crisp cold bite of
fresh-picked country apples or sweet juicy

3

Strawberries.
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When you finish a jug ofjug, you can put a
candle or daisies in it for a romantic meal.Or blow
your favorite tune on it.
Enough sell. You want a Great American Poster?
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measures 24" x 26". Resplendent in full color.
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FinCaelAdrtsArts
March 18-April 1
(to

?

Jewish Student Alliance Art Exhibit
be confirmed) Resident Student Lounge

March 19
Cultural Committee and Haimi presents Karyl Klopp
Silk Screening McElroy Lower Foyer
?

March 20

?

7:30 PM Commuter Committee presents
"African Queen" in the Commuters Lounge, Lyons 201

Folk Festival in O'Connell Hall 7 PM
March 21

?

Humanities Series presents Nicholas Hammond
who will speak on "Theater of Aeschylris"

The Romance Language Department presents
"Asi es Mi Tiera" 7 PM Higgins 304
March 22-23
Film Board presents "The Graduate" starring Dustin Hoff?

man

Tickets purchased at the Ticket Booth in McElroy
March 22
O'Connell presents Louie Terriciano on the piano
?

March 24
O'Connell and the Cultural Committee present
?

Festival of Spanish Culture

March 26
Sociology Department presents Poetry Readings
at 8 PM in Campion Hall
?

?

Jewish Student Alliance

March 27

Lecture at 7 PM
in the Faculty Lounge, Cushing 001

March 28
14 Flicks presents "Simon of the Desert" 7 PM Fulton 412
Humanities Series presents Richard Murphy
reading from his poems
?

Romance Language Department presents
"Don Quixote," 7 PM Higgins 304

Black Forum presents Louis Farrakhan
speaking on Islam 8 PM Roberts Center
March 29-30
Film Board presents "The Reivers" with Steve McQueen
7 and 9 PM McGuinn Auditorium
Tickets purchased at Ticket Booth McElroy
?

?

O'Connell Middlemarch Ball

March 29

March 27, 28, 29
"West Side Story" 8 PM in McHugh Forum $.50 admission
?

March 30
Black Forum Concert 8 pm McHugh Forum
Earth, Wind and Fire and Billy Preston Tickets are $4.00
?

March 31
Nikki Giovanni & The New York Concert Choir
presented by Black Student Forum
8 PM Roberts Center $2.00 admission
?

S
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Eagles Slip Past Cincinnati in NIT Opener, 63-62
BY TOM BRADY
NEW YORK CITY N.Y. It
had to be the luck of the Irish.
There's simply no other
explanation for a whacky and
wooly contest like the one at
Madison Square Garden last night
on St. Paddy's Day.
The Boston College basketball
squeaked by a stubborn
Cincinnati squad , 63-62, in the
opening round of the NIT.
The Eagles held a 6 point lead
with less than, two 'minutes
remaining but the Bearcats "gamely
fought back and forced the
outcome to be decided by a series
of desperation shows in the
waning seconds.
Mcl Weldon directed the BC
attack at the outset with a
breakaway -. layup before
Cincinnati had 'barely laced their
sneakers. He then hit Raterink
with a length-of-the-court beauty.
The Eagles took an early 14-8
lead, which was to turn out to be
the biggest point spread for either
team here tonight.
Cincinnati came to The City
boasting of 65" Senior Lloyd
Batts as a super offensive
machine. As impressive as Batts
was (17 pt, § rebounds, 3 assists)
the Bearcats displayed their

-

-

.

self-confessed Faucet Offense:
Hot And Cold. Unfortunately for
the Bearcats, their Cold Spells
outweighed their Hot.
Cincinnati tied the game at 18
all mid-way through the first
stanza on a driving one-hander
down the lane by Batts. Lloyd's
long range jumpers and some great

second-efforts from Cinci's
middleman, Mike Franklin (6'B"
Junior', kept the Bearcats in
contention.
Shortly after ten minutes
elapsed in the first half, Cincinnati
picked up their ninth personal,
but BC's Mcl Weldon then was

Will Morrison came off the bench when Mcl Weldon got in foul trouble. Mark Raterink and Bill Collins compete for a rebound in first half
Along with superb defensive play, Morrison scored six points. Photo action. Photo Silver.
Silver.

charged with his 2nd and 3rd in a
matter of ten seconds and joined
Coach Zuffelato on the sidelines.
With Weldon on the bench, the
BC offense went stale. Batts took
"
a pass from teammate Jim
Jamieson for an easy layup and
Cincinnati took the lead for the
first time, 24-22. The Eagles
showed symptoms of the Bearcats
Faucet Offense as they scored as
they could manage only seven
points in the last five minutes of
the half. Cincinnati went to the
dressing room with a 1 pt.
advantage, 30-29.
Ah, but the luck of the Irish
was the change all that in the
second half. The Boys from
Beantown were also probably
subjected to a "fire-and-brimstone" encounter in the locker
room from a lad not of Irish

descent: Robert Zuffelato.
Zuff made sure that all signs of
that Faucet Offense sickness
disappeared. Because Cold turned
to Hot, and as the old adage goes
"When ya hot, ya hot."
It all began with a Wilfred
Morrison jumper from the right of
the key this began a run of ten
straight unanswered points by a
charged up Eagle team. This BC
surge completely frustrated the
Bearcat five..
The Eagles, down by five,
jumped into a five point lead,
43-38. Paul Berwanger and
Morrison were awesome during
this surge:
Wilfred with
tremendous shooting from outside
and Berwanger dominating both
boards.
Cincinnati finally came back to
life and those two old familiar

-

fellows Nip and Tuck returned.
shot on a 1 and 1.
In the last ten minutes of the
Nolan, and 84% shooter, made
the score almost his first attempt only on another
game,
continually changed hands until 1 and 1 with 0:26 left. It was BC
the Eagles took the lead for good by two, 62-60, but senior
on an arching jumper from the sensation Lloyd Batts converted
corner by Jere Nolan.
two foul shots after Bill Collins
The turning point came with grabbed him underneath.
3:12 remaining. Nolan hit
Now it was down to one with
Carrington smack underneath the only 9 seconds left, but BC had
cylinder for an unmolested bucket possession. Ah, but wonders never
and it was BC 60, Cincinnati 55. cease. Jere Nolan fails to get the
The pass came from 30 feet away, ball inbounds in the required five
through a maze of Bearcats and seconds and the ball goes right
was a carbon-copy of those back to the Bearcats.
Suddenly the BC fans quiet
beauties seen so many times
down. It looked like anothar
before at Roberts Center.
Zuffelato sent his squad into a Providence, or BU, or
But Cincinnati's Faucet
four-corner offense shortly after
Three
Mark Raterink picked up his sth Sickness returned.
personal foul to preserve the BC desperate shots and a sigh of relief
lead. The
strategy almost as all missed the mark. Credit
back-fired however as Morrison must go to the Eagle defense lost the ball at midcourt to Jim Lloyd Batts never touched the
Jamieson. Morrison raced down ball.
Ah, the luck of the Irish. And
the court, fronted Jamieson - and
drew the offensive. Thank the "Eagle's eyes are smilin'."
Lord for the luck of the Irish
FREE THROWS: Smooth
because visions of returning to the Carrington was high man for BC
Garden on Thursday almost with 15 points, but Batts took
game honors with 17 points, (8
disappeared on that play.
In the end, this crazy contest rebounds)... Will Morrison had an
was reduced to a series of foul outstanding night in a reserve role
shots and some wild shots in the and was instrumental in the BC
victory...the Bearcats shot just
waning seconds.
Cincinnati pulled to within two 37% for the night, while the
at 60-58. Zuff next employed a Eagles were slightly better with
three guard offense in Weldon, 41%...1t's back to The City on
Nolan and Shirey. Again, this Thursday to face UConn in the
tactic almost exploded. The quarterfinals...And if you're
Bearcats resorted to deliberate looking for ways to finance your
fouls and the strategy nearly trip to NY, try selling six-packs on
worked. Weldon missed the first the West Side Highway.

...

COVERAGE
AND PICTURES
Bob Carrington drives to the basket on his way to scoring fifteen points in
Silver.

the Eagle's

NIT victory. Photo
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A Different Type of Must-Win Game: BC Really Wins
"We may never pass this way again." -Seals and Croft
And we may not.
So let us hold unto this one for four good days, hold it
up to the light, shake it a little; let us wonder how St.
Patrick's day weekend can ever be as sweet for any of us
ever again. It is time to dream the big dream.
As I write, a raucous, joyful army of Boston College
people are setting out to stake their claim to this city, New
York City, because for the next six or seven science fiction
hours, it belongs to them. I hope NewYork is ready for all

Mike Lupica g
this.
It has been such a very long time.
What kind of magical blarney stones were we all holding
when that last shot of Cincinnati's Dan Murphy kissed the
rim like a shy coed who's roomate is peeking through the
keyhole? What new saints did we invent? What old
we introduce ourselves to? How many of us said our fervid
little prayers and asked for just one, just this once?
I don't know how many BC people made this special
alchoholic pilgramage to the Palace on 33rd St. to see their
team defeat Cincinnati, 63-oh God-62. A marvelous band
was there, and eight daffy cheerleaders; your guess is as
good as mine as far as any other numbers are concerned.
Let's just say there were a lot of us, and they were loud,
and they cared. And let us also say that they were some
kind of cockeyed beautiful.
BCs shared their beers on this night, and held hands, and
squirmed and sweated and swore. And if ever there was a
bunch of crazies who wished their team to a victory, then
this was it. If they do anything short of tearing down the
Empire State Building in the next wild hours, they will be
perfectly justifiedin pleading temporary insanity.
"We had support and a half tonight," said William
Russell Collins (eight points, six rebounds), and he was
right.
"We weren't about to lose in the Garden and let all those
fine people down," said Wilfred Morrison. Mr. Morrison on
this night, after a year of deep frustration played marvelous
defense (Lloyd Batts had one basket in the second half,
fans), rebounded spectacularlyin spots, and contributed six
points.

Coach Zuffelato calmly

victory. Photo Silver.

Jere Nolan drives against Cincinnati's Lloyd Batts. Photo Silver

There were heroes aplenty, of course. Paul Berwanger,
the freshman big person who was back in Cornwall, New
York at this time last year swooped in with big rebounds
and blocked shots. Mark Raterink, played with his hustling
dignity, had twelve rebounds (high for the team) and nine
points before fouling out late in the game. He went and sat
alone after fouling out, hoping, as so many of us were, that
he would get to play another game of college basketball. He
will.
But, as usual, the honor of Big Play fell to two of Robert
(Get Me Some Malox) Zuffelato's people. First, there was
Robert Carrington. He played a controlled, intelligent game
on offense, and ended with 15 points. He grabbed six
rebounds. And in the last flurry of Cincinnati shots, in the
last nine seconds (there were three of them), Carrington
came from McAnn's to slam a Mike Artis shot to the floor.
I had a funny feeling that The Smooth Person was going to
like Madison Square Garden as the week goes on, I think

discussing game strategy in the closing minutes of last night's

The Smooth Person will get to like Madison Square Garden
much more. Much more.
Now Nolan. I made three predictions before this game (I
am getting to be a bitch on predictions): 1.) Carrington
would play well; 2.) BC would win; 3.) Jeremiah Nolan
would be the best player on the court when it mattered. He
was. He controlled the ball for much of the last five
minutes. He started to stick those jumpers that he shouldn't
get off. And with :26 remaining, he cooly stepped to the
foul line and made the foul shot that meant his team ?and
believe that it is his team?will be coming back to play
Connecticut on Thursday night.
Let them hold classes if they want to this week. We are
starting spring early at Boston College, we are going to get
extremely drunk on this Sunday night, and we are coming
back.
"Damn! We got one," said Bob Zuffelato.
Damn. We did.

Six BC students dribbled 232 miles to Madison Square Garden. Photo Silver.
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The Big Apple and a Green Trip to the Unknown
BY TOM LENZ

New York: it's official! The
Daily News reads that the Boston
College Eagles are three and a half
point underdogs. Really, the
whole thing isn't surprizing for
everyone, outside of one BC
writer and six long distance
dribblers, is about as optimistic
about this game as I was about
living last night.
The followers from Chestnut

Hill remain a

be accomplished when you're
completely missing a parade.
Look at Jersey?
"The game is today, isn't it?"
Christ it had better be, one more
night like the last and I'll walk
across the Hudson."
From all appearances, the
Sta tier-Hilton cannot
be

recommended as the place to. park
your remains in the City.
Saturday night, very little if
anything remained. The security

cops, the Statler's reply to the
Gestapo, stopped those remains
anyway; and paid the price.
After explaining that I was a
reporter from a
great

Metropolitan newspaper and due
the rights becoming that position,
the security police escorted my
remains to a telephone,
instructing me in the ways of

the directory, and proving it to
the security, and finding an
elevator, all of which was no
simple task, awoke the
vocabulary. My journey to the
inter-hotel communications. elevators was quickly enhanced by
"Now if I could only remember a push and a shove.
Up to the room amongst a
the number of that damn room."
Checking out my own name in maze of UMass derelicts, duck to
the bathroom, find the bed, it's all
over folks. "Yeah"?Steve Merry,
March 16, 1974, 12:00 midnight.

* **

"Stay in bed, relax, have a
beer"--Wiliam R. Duda, March

Either
they're all masochists or Bob
mystery.

17, 1974, 9:30 am. More UMass

Gamere, that sometime
replacement for Boring Barbara
on Channel 7, is correct when he
says"The boys (and girls) from
BC are going to the City for one

people in the hallways, effectively
stunned from last night, weaving
from the middle of the corridor to
the wall. My sole hope is that I
don't look like them tomorrow
morning. And if I should, at least
it had better not be due to a loss.

beer and no more."
No one that this writer has met
in the City views the contest as
much more than an escape from
the tedium that professors
acknowledge as mid-term exams.
(Remember them?)
Saturday: Until this morning, I
wished that this trip was only one
beer. The drive down was
murderous. Weaving cars, swearing
drivers, drunks, and then there
was everybody else on the road.
Someone should have sent me
home after the six-pack sale on
the West Side Highway during the
middle of the traffic jam.
And during the episode of the
moving bar, none of the New
York inhabitants even blinked an
eye. Maybe they expected the
Piels Real out there. That or
decadence is an infectious disease.
No one was even upset at relief
along the Hudson. Our only regret

was that we didn't purchase

A win the mind can handle.
Busing up 3rd Avenue, Paul
Simon lyrics become a fraud, after
all nobody propositioned me on
Seventh Avenue last night. The
company bounces into Brady's,
obviously named for a famous
sports writerfrom Boston College.
Unfortunately, the clientele wants
to view the Rangers-Bruins game,
and the entourage departs after a
quick cure for dehydration
searching desperately for a
television with the Bulls and the

a

bottle of scotch to fulfill those The BC team got quite a welcome yesterday when the BC cheerleaders and six NIT dribblersparaded down
requests. After all, what else can New York's Seventh Aye. Photo
Silver.

Bucks.
No luck and the Heidelberg is
next. This must be the place
because noone should be sipping
in a German bar on St. Patrick's
Day. Time to write a story. Horst
Edler, the bartender asks "Where
is the Boston College ?" After
filling him in, Horst checks out
complete because the next beer is
on the house.

Guest Commentary: Eddie Weedon

The Next Logical and Fruitful Step for BC Athletics
It is no secret that colleges around
the country are experiencing a
decline in the number of
applications for admission. Since
fewer students are entering college,
less financial aid is being distributed. Thus, next year Boston
College expects a surplus of
scholarship money.
Rather than let this capital sit
idle, the BC administration instructed its staff to find ways to invest it. One high-ranking official
suggested BC use the extra cash to
buy Saudi Arabia. Then the school
would have enough oil to keep the
South Street buses going. Someone
else proposed that the money be
spent to buy asbestos pillows for the
Hillside Dorms. Another
recommended combining the two
ideas and moving the Hillside
Dorms to Saudi Arabia.
Despite their obvious merit, these
thoughts were quickly discarded
when an obscure clerk named David
Garyson came forward with the best
plan of all.
Since BC sports are having such a
banner year and popularity is so
high, Garyson felt there was room
for more athletic teams at BC, to
provide competition to the Eagles
for the students' sports dollar.
Rather than start new sports,
though, Garyson proposed to form
rival teams in sports presently
offered to the BC student body.
"What we'll offer the BC sports fan

is an alternative to the Eagles. A
number of alumni came up to me
and said they wanted to be loyal to
their school, but they just hated the
colors maroon and gold," said

notoriety. Terms ofAllen's contract
were not revealed, but sources close
to the scene report that the deciding
factor was BC's promise to change
its name to Over the Hill College
Garyson.
next year. "I also heard about how
Therefore, the uniforms of the great the food is at the Snake and
new teams will be made up of a wide Apple," added George.
variety of colors. And so that they
Many were skeptical about the
won't be confused with the existing chances of the Peacocks until it was
Eagles, the intra-school rivals will be startlingly announced that they had
known as the BC Peacocks. The signed one of the biggest names in
Peacocks will field teams in all Eagle sports, none other than trainer
sports offered by the BC establishRoy (Blades) Fowler. "He was the
ment, and will also add the sport of man we wanted," said a happy
gasoline hunting. "Participation in Garyson. "Blades can really bring
this will help prepare the studentthose crowds in. Although he's
athlete for sports after college," mellowed with age, Blades is still a
noted Garyson, who was named colorful character, especially when
Peacock President.
he wears his red socks."
At first the BC hierarchy was a bit
Fowler admitted that he had to
dismayed by the plan, but then it think long and hard about leaving
decidedthat the prestige of being the the Maroon and Gold, but realized
first college with two varsity sports that this was the practical thing to
programs was irresistable. The fact do, especially since the Peacocks
that all of BC's Board of Trustees promised him he'd have to do no
were named coaches of the ten new more travelling. "Those long walks
teams might also have had some inup the hill from McHugh to Roberts
fluence on their decision to approve were really getting to my legs I'm
the project.
not a youngster anymore," admitted
Because of the demanding nature Fowler. "And I like the Peacock's
of the job, someonespecial had to be idea of using multicolored tape on
selected to coach the Peacock foot- the players' ankles, rather than just
ball team. Garyson's first choice was plain old white. Kids will now think
Mike Lupica, but Mike regretfully twiceabout going out for the Eagles,
decided that The Heights was his when they know they can have
first love. Thus the Peacocks had to sharper-looking ankles playing for
settle for second choice, George the Peacocks."
As an added attraction, the verAllen of Washington Redskin
?

satile Fowler will be the token
superstar on the Peacocks' hockey
team, and will also drive the Zamboni machine between periods.
Because of the gasolineshortage, the
Peacocks' Zamboni will be nuclearpowered. So that there will be no
danger of radiation poisoning, all
spectators and players upon entering
McHugh Forum will be outfitted in
radiation-proof suits, similar to
those the astronauts wear.
Because of the bulkiness of these
suits, this will slightly reduce the
seating capacity of the rink, from
about 4200 to 1600. Therefore
Garyson is considering reducing the
ice surface to half its present size,
and adding more seats. However, he
received some opposition to this
plan from the BC Band and the
Pierre Club, which would not be
able to see the action as well. They
were quickly appeased when
Garyson offered to supply them all
with giant magnifying glasses.
The Peacocks anticipated
problems in finding suitable playing
facilities, but the Eagles unexpectedly offered the use of McHugh,
Roberts Center, and Alumni
Stadium. Unfortunately, due to the
constant activity in these buildings,
the only time available for Peacock
games was Tuesday and Friday
mornings between 3:15 and 5:45 am,
on even-numbered days when a full
moon was out. As a result, Garyson
is thinking of demolishing Bapst

Library, St. Mary's Hall, and the in-

bound lane of Commonwealth
Avenue to construct a multipurpose
complex including a stadium, arena,
library, chapel, student union, and
roller derby rink.
How to stock each team with
players was another question
Garyson had to answer. Originally
he planned to conduct a secret draft
similar to that of the ABA, which
would be held in Roberts Center so
that all interested students and
everyone from the press could view
the proceedings. But when a mob of
angry undergraduates gathered on
the Dust Bowl and burned their student ID's, Garyson canned the draft
idea. Instead students will be able to
join the varsity team of their choice
via BC's most efficient bureaucratic
process: registration. Teams will be
formed on a first-come, first-served
basis. A number of modular
residents have already expressed interest in joining the Peacocks as a
means of keeping warm during
transformer breakdowns.
"We realize that the quality of
our program may be lacking for a
year or two," said Garyson, "but we
feel we are creating a great opportunity for the average BC student
who always dreamed of seeing his
name in Heightsports. In three
years, when people hear the name
Boston College, they won't think of
they'll think of the
the Eagles
Peacocks."
?
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Women's Hockey Falls
BY SALLY-SMITH
In what is rapidly gaining fame on
the Boston College campus, the very
enthusiastic women's hockey team
closed off a two game season in an
exciting, disappointing fashion.
Their final challenge was with
Boston University last Friday after-

The BC Women's Hockey team played a close game with BU in thenseason finale last week.

Give yourself a

treat

Pizza of all kinds

(J O

A variety of subs

PIZZA
HOUSE

1920A Beacon St.
Cleveland Circle

566-6468

noon.
Before a vocal group of BC fans
the girls played a well disciplined
game. The first period was
dominated by BU who was able to
pass one by goalie Anne Marie
Miller. However, BC captain Reenie
Baker came back at 11:02 to score
an unassisted goal.
The remainder of the contest was
an even match with BC aptly displaying'the skills they had acquired
in their early morning practices. The
starting defensive combination of
Mary Anne Korakowski and Dotty
Dipesa performed successfully in
foiling several BU scoring attempts.
Offensively, the team played well as
a unit despite the arm injury to
Kathy Powers.
In the third period of play, BC
pounded the puck to BU's goalie.
But even the talented first line of
Mary Anne Devine, Patty Walsh,
and Reenie Baker could not click for
the score. Regular play ended with a
1-1 tic.

.

to BU in Finale

Not wanting to end the season on
such a mediocre note, the teams
decided on a five minute overtime.
However, after only a minute of
play BU combined to put the puck
in the Eagles' net.
Coaches Eric Phaff and Bob
Thomas were pleased with their.

young

team's performance. The

girls greatly improved over the
season and continually displayed

enthusiasm.
The Boston College women
deserve much credit for their efforts,
and are anxiously awaiting their
1975 season.

The PULSE
PROGRAM is
considering applicants
for the 1974-75
PULSE COUNCIL
requirements:
-past or present participation in PULSE program
?strong issue in social action/social change issues

responsibilities:
with administration of PULSE program
?research and develop field projects and courses

?assist

benefits:

?development of social change skills
?learning experience on personal, university,
and community level

Thousands of Topics

$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is

FURTHER-INFORMATION AND
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE
IN PULSE OFFICE, MCELROY 117.

1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.

11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493

APPLICATIONS DUE IN PULSE
OFFICE, MONDAY, MARCH 25, 3:00 PM.

Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.

WZBC-FM 90.3

Veteran's Hotline: ext. 2661

and

The Gold Key Society
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bring you

"LAS VEGAS NIGHT
AT THE RATHSKELLAR"
on Saturday, March 23rd
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phone: 232-3733 or 566-8046
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there will be:

*Gambling for all with Dice Tables,
Roulette wheels, blackjack, wheel of
fortune . .
\u2666Between 8 and 9 pm 500 FREE
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beers.
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*A free raffle with over 100 prizes

